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THE WASHINGTON POST and TIMES HERALD 
C20 Thursday, February 21, 1957 *** , 

·Crisis to Come When Suez Re;. Opens 
By Nfarie Smith 

SHOULD CONGRESS give 
the Eisenhower Administra
tion a u t h o r i t y to spend 
money for economic develop
ment in the M~ddle East, it 
may not find "suitable proj
ec " on which to spend the 
money, an economic adviser 
to the International Bank 
said yesterday. 

''We have found that true 
in the International Bank," 
.John de Wilde, adviser to the 
mn1k's Asia-Middle East De
partment since 1950, told a 
luncheon m e e tin g of the 
Woman's Democratic Club of 

the Tentp Congressional Dis
trict of Virgin1a. 

Excepting for Israel, there 
is "very little going on in the 
way of constructive e::!onomic 
development" in that area, 1 

de Wilde said in a talk on 
'.'Current• Problems in the 
Middle East." · 

He expressed the opinion 
that any approach to offer
ing aid for economic develop
ment in that area should be 
done "from an international 
standpoint." · 

"I would like to see us· ex
plore the possibility of some 
international development 
fund ... under an lntera-

tioal organization to which 
various powers woulcl cpn
tribute," he said. 

AND, he added, "I would 
invite some of the oil rich 
countries" of the Middle East 
to contribute to it also. 

One feature of the new Ei
senhower doctrine, he ex
plained to the lunching la
dies, is to "do our best to 
stimulate economic develop
ment in the Middle East." 
One way to do that, he adds, 
is to raise the standards of 
l~ving in that area. 

However, de ' Wilde con
t!nucd, ''it's not easy to raise 

the living standards" there. 
"You can't just pour capital 
into this area . . . it takes 
some human resources,. and 
in some areas there are not 
the human resources." 

He pointed out that both 
Iran and Iraq are setting 
aside large portions of oil 
revenue for financing eco
nomic development, but so 
far the organization for get- 1 

ting a program under way 
has been lacking. 

·:UEFERRING to political 
problems of the Middle East, 
de Wilde predicted "we will 
have an0ther first-class crisis 
on our hands" as soon as the 
Suez Canal is reopened. 

Nasser will take the pmd
tion, h:- predicted, that 'Brit-

1 ish ard French shim; will 
not be allowed to go through 
unless they pay toll to 
Egypt's nationalized · com
,pany. 

As a solution to the prob-
. lems between Israel and 

other Arab countries, de 
Wilde proposed a "complete 
demilitarized area" ort both 
sides of the border main
tained by United Nations 
garrisons. 

In a question and ans\\ er 
session following his talk, de 
·wnde said he doesn't think 
the "United States Govern
ment is anxious . to revive" 
the Aswan dam project. And 
in reply to another question 
he · said "serious · conse
quences" would result should 
sanctions be applied against 
Israel, cutting off all capital 
from the United States. 

"Israel is dependent on the 
influx of private capital from
the United States, economic 
aid from the U. S. Govern
ment, the Export-Import 
bank and others," he added. 

Club program Chairman 
Mary Marshall introduced 
the speaker at the luncheon 
in Alli~on's Little Tea House, 
Arlington, and Elizabet 
Campbell, club president 
presided. -~ 



EXTRAORDI ARY GENERAL MEET! G HELD IN MUNICH 

2grH - 3CYI'H JANUARY. 1962 

EXTRACT: Mr. de Wilde 

The PRESIDENT then invited Mr. de WILDE to say a few words on the general 
problem of countries in course of development. 

Mr. de WILDE made the following statement: 

nrt is indeed a privilege for me to attend your deliberations for the 
first time. My predecessor as Head of the Economic Staff of the Bank, who 
is now Special Representative of the Bank for Africa, has been with you many 
times before and has asked me specially to convey his greeting to you. More 
recently we have been represented at your deliberations b.Y members of our 
Paris staff. 

"Your President asked me to make a few general remarks about the • economic situation in the less developed countries with which we are all 
concerned. It is, of course, very difficult to generalise about the situation 
in some sixty-odd countries in a few minutes time, so I shall confine . my remarks 
to a few developments which are of key importance. 

"One of these developments pertains to the financial stability in the 
less developed countries. I think it is fair to s~ that in the last few years 
there has been a tendency in the less developed countries toward a greater con
cern for financial stability. In the past many of these countries have repeatedly 
or continuously had bouts with inflation which have put ve~ heav.y pressure on 
their balance of international payments. Today there is a more general recog
nition, I think, among these countries that continued financial stability is not 
a bar to economic progress but is indeed a prerequisite to sound economic develop
ment. Many countries have indeed over the past few y ars adopted programmes of 
financial stabilisation, and, although there have been a few exceptions, many o£ 
them have valiantly tried to pursue these, some with conspicuous success, some 
with indifferent succes8. In any event they have made efforts in this direction 
and these efforts in a number of cases have had very salutary results and are to 
be welcomed. So much for the favourable developments. 

'There is, however, an unfavourable development which I should like par
ticularly to emphasise and that is the development with respect to the terms of 
trade of the less developed countries. As you know. the terms of trade of these 
countries deteriorated fairly markedly in 1960. There was some slight improvement 
in some countriesearlyin 1961, but for the year as a whole there was a still 
further deterioration by comparison with 1960. In many cases the prices of 
industrial raw materials and foodstuffs on which these countries very heavily 
depend for their exports are at a ver.y low level. 
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"We in the Bank make it our bu iness to follow these commodity trends 
very clos ly as w are obviously very much interested in the way in which 
the export of the less developed countries will develop over the years 
aheado I might say that we have uniformally a rather gloomy view about the 
future demand and pric s for many of these raw materials and foodstuffs. 
No matter which group of commodities one contemplat s - whether it be non
ferrous metals, rubber, grains, tea, sugar, vegetable oils or fibres - in 
most oases we anticipate either the continuation of the present low prices 
or els some further deterioration in these prices over the next few years. 
Of course, there may be here and ther an effort to arrest or reverse these 
price trends by international commodity stabilisation agreementso For example 
you know there are efforts under w~ now to conclude a new coffee agreement 
and a cocoa agreemento Basically, however, I don't think these will change 
markedly the lev 1 of commodity prices which intimately affects the economic 
future of these countries. 

nspeaking general ly and conceding that there are exceptions, I think 
it safe to say that the export earnings of the less developed countries will 
not i ncrease ve~ rapidly, but that they will tend to rise very slowly, or 
will stagnate. Now this is a matter of some concern for us in the Bank and 
presumably for all of you who are dealing with these countries, because. 
after all, it is only out of the export earnings or, indirectly, out of new 
capital inflow that debt can be servicedo Many of the countries, as you well 
know, are alreaQy fairly heavily burdened with debt, with debt service taking 
a fairly large proportion of their export earnings. 

"It is clear, therefore, that by and large, some degre of caution is 
neoessar,y, particularly in the extension of short- and medium-term credits in 
the cases of many countries. You have been debating here the question of the 
length of the term of in ured or guaranteed credits which is obviously a matter 
of great concern. of legitimat concern, to you. We in the Bank, I shall not 
conceal f rom you, hav in general been agitating in favour of longer-term 
credits, beoaus we think they are more suitabl to the circumstances of most 
underdeveloped countries than the shorter-or medium-term creditso In this 
conn ction we have, of course, been very uch int rested in following th 
terms on which your various organisations have been extending these credits. 

nr recently had an analysis made of the payments that w re due on 
insur d or guaranteed credits to your countries, except for the United States, 
in order to determine how large a percentage of these credits were due over 
the next three year o I had an analysis made for each year going back over 
a five-year period. It was a source of some gratification for us in the Bank 
that the portion of payments due over three years had declined considerably 
from the middle of 1958 to the middle of 1961, that the percentage of such 
payments had fallen from 72of!1, in the middle of 1958 to 60o9'1> in the middle 
of 1961. In the last year alone there was a decline from 66.~ to 60~~· 

ttAs I indicated, this trend pleases those of us who think that long r
term credits are more suitable to the circumstances of many countries. We 
readily appreciate, of course, that there are limits beyond which you, as 
credit insurer , real ly cannot go. We appreciate that this problem of the 
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terms of credit cannot really be solved by the credit in urance organisations, 
but must be tackled by other m ans. It is clear that new institutions have 
been established for this purpose in recent years, and that there has been, in 
particuJar, a growing volume of Government to Government credits. The realisa
tion, of course, that there was a need for longer-t rm credit on quite easy 
terms led us in the Bank to create a few years ago the Intern tional Development 
Association about which, I believe, Mr. Rist made a few remarks to you some time 
ago. 

"The International Development Association, you 1~11 recall, grants 
credits on fifty year terms - terms I would not expect you to ttmatch"! The 
credits are granted without any interest rate, but carr.y a eervice charge of 
J/4 of 1 per cent. There are no repayment of principal due for the first 
ten years and over the en uing forty years there is a gradually growing per
centage of repayment. These are indeed easy terms, but they are, I think, 
necessary in view of the conditions prevailing in many underdeveloped oountrieso 
The first of these ucredits" (and we call them credits to distinguish them from 
the normal loans of the International Bank itself) was made in 1961. We have 
noi made a total number of eighteen such credit totalling a little over $180 
million As you know, the total capital subscription to the International 
Development ssooiation - the authorised capital subscription - is $1 billion. 
le expect that out of this $1 billion a little over $750 million will be avail
able in usable curredcieso The rate at which we are committing these funds is 
increasing fairly rapidly and _we expect probably to have most, if not all, of 
these funds committed sometime toward the end of 1963. 

'The very fact that we are engaged in a considerable volume of this very 
long-term credit business is an indication on our part that we think the situation 
in many underdeveloped countries i such that even the type of conventional lend
ing done by the World Bank - which, as you know, can go up to twenty-five or thirty 
years - is not in all cases suitableo 

"Thi , Mr . President, concludes my preliminary remarks. •• 
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.John o. d~ Wilde~ -~~ting Di~ector ,. Economic Start 1 the World Bank1 

W~tahingt,on, .D.c. 

I acceded readil.7 .to the. suggestion tha.t I should epe.11k on "Problema 

of F .. xt.emal Aid." . The ;ubject. ie both ~lleng~ lind intriguing 
, . . . 

e.nd as one Who has been inYC>lYed in this business ot toreign aid tor 
. :·· 

about titt,een J'8&rs I , c~nnot, re·sist an opportunit7 to air rq views 

or irdeed mr prejudices ·~; But eveh more satis!acto17, perhaps, is 

j 

the wq irt wh~ch .. the : su~jeet waa phrased nalilel.¥1 "Problems ot External. 
. . ' . ~ 

' ' .\ . . ! 
Aid", which ·presum8blf . ~reee me !rom the necessit7 of discussing all 

· ·; problmns ·or . .ro~eign aid; ir :that indeed were possible,and gives me an 
. I , , , , . ·! 

. ·.· excellent advance deren~e against those who might criticise certain ~ 

·· · on~~~iaeioris on nv part. • .lfr.et. .me start with & disclaimer that. I am here 
""'' as a spokee-man · tor th·e· institution with which I happen to be a££iliated, 

. ,. • U:. h.o-6 ~~ 
the World Bank, it onJ., : bec.;.uae 'h .; I a 't. seen an ad vance text, ot ·j 

' ! . 
I 

' Let . us comment, ifirst or all, on the magnitude or this 
' . 

foreign -aid :programme. ·we are indebted to the Developnent Assistance 
. ~ . I 

'. : .' . : ~- I Conmittee or the ~~~ization tor Economic Co-operation a.rd DeYelopuent,, 
. ...... . 

tor certain · tigur~s on ~he flow of aid to the less-developed world -! 

trom the-a.dYanced - count~iea. ·rrom these statistics one learns that 

the tlow or capital to the less-develo~d countries has indeed grown I 

. . 
increased trom & level :-. ot less ~han tl«l billion a rear in the first '·.: 

~ / 

halt ot the SO's to a level or over 6 billion dollars this past Jear. · 

. ;It one adds to this totsl the amount ot the private credits that haYe 
I . . . . . : ·~-. . .. 

'. be~n extended t.o , t,bt ' leas-developed count,riea am ~·,amount or private 
.. ,' ,': (/., > . • ' ,. • ! 
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foreign ·investment ot T~rious t7Pee in the lese-developed countries, 
'! 

· • o~e will note that t .he total has mounted trom an average of $3~ billion 

to over ·$9 billi~n • . : Adding, it ;you wieh, the . Soviet, or Sino-Soviet, aid 

to the lees-developed ·oountriee, it is probable that the total tlow 

ot aid is tod~7 aom'twhe·re between 9i and 10 billion dollars • 

This fe ~ ~~r.y considerable sum !or recipient countries; 

although the aum ·m~~e small ~n relation to their total national 

• 

. '' output' it nevertheless: .. represents a crucial addition to their resources, . 

• j parti.ouli\r)¥ since thei.r total exports probably. do not aggregate more ·,.· . 

· than around 20 billion ·dollars. For advAnced coWltriea, to be sure, . ' ' '.. ' ~~-=- 0'-A-~La~ ' . 
thie is not perhaps · a . terribl.1' •'"Nif? ann* ,... Total. otf'icial aid 

is said to represent onlY 7/10 or one percent. ot the aggregate national 

p~uct ot the ·aid giYirig countries and tor some countries, indeed, ., 

· ·, · i _t is coneiderabl7 lese. The· eun also pales b7 comparison with the · 

bil.liona and billion• ·that are spent todq o'n defence against conmunisa. 
( 

' e, . 
Even eo 1 there is considerable concern over th.iJI muntin& 

sum that is being ·devoted to foreign · aid and, I suppose, rightq so 

because mo~e and more ot this aid comes out ot the pockets ot the 

tax pa7er. Gone is the. time when loans could· be provided to the lesa• 
·. ' . ' ··. . : . h.. ' ~ 

deyelope~ ~itntries on ~ommercial. tems, whe• inatitut~ons like the ~ 
. . ' . . c:..o~"~\..OP\.&!.. ' 

World Bank could prov-id.e an unlimited amount of credit to the less- ., 
- . - M~~ . . 1\ - ,,. 

developed countri'es. _ ¢otmtries are so heaviq indebted today that , . 
. . . . .A · ·. : 

·. · ·:. the7 need aboYe all . "'eo'tt assistance" 1 assi~tance on concessional t 

I . - , . -· : . .' $ , 

.. . · terms: and ~his kind · ~~ ~ ass~tanc~ can onl1 b7 and large be provided 

throuah the·. b\dgete ·at. the .more developed COWltriea am therefore 
~ ' ...... 

requires :1 ~at~e~ ~~ pro~ese ot appropti~tionsAot ~egislatiTe 
' • <liP; ••• , ~ ' .' .... 

... ,·.. ' . 
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approY&l# and ot iu · paiers . forking oTer hard-earned ~ney. 
'. 

:Foreign aid~:· therefore, has become big business; it has 
r • · t• . 

. ,. become the concern or .e'fer more institutions ard ever mre government• 

and, simultaneousv with. the mounting ot the burden, • serious '' r xnt 
L. . I 

~·"~ ~al.. b«.A:. .... ~ ~ concem isl\ expressed · abol,Jt foreign .aid, Is 't* effective ..at? Wh7 

Are we giving it? How long . is this burden going to last? How long ie 

this taek .ot helping the less-develope~ countries? Is this a problem 
, , 

t~at is going ' to be lrl.th us alway-s? Are we always going to be approp-

. · riati.ng tax dollars tor this purpose? Ther~. ie a sort. ot malaise And 

,I. 

·. ~ . " 

I 

a teellrig . ot disillusionment ~ ~Ill' countries that have been giYing ·' 

aid, a reeling that we ~r~ not getting on wit,h the t..aek, that we ough\ 

to be stricter~ that ·.~. · ought to cut down.· 

Well~ : let U:Jil examine how long we have to share the burden, 

what. our objectives are·. and how we can make foreign aid more ef!ecti ve. 
. • I ' 

I ) • .• , ' Let us address ourselves tirst or all to the duration or the p~blem.1 

! •• ' i ' o.~i6 01'~· . 
. . We C&ll this the Decade.· or Development under thx Un ted Nation I 6 ku,~ 

but I 8JJl atra~ that ~t.'. is more than· a decade of . developnent that is 
' . '. . \ 

go,.ng to be · required, ·~hi~ · problem is indeed going to be with us tor 
1 

• I ·~ i 
1 

. & l~ng, long time. and we might as well make up our minds to face that 

prospect • . The original idell was that df!)velopnent was a temporaey 

problem, that 'it ·~ould :.be solved bi conventional loans on convnercial 

tenns and t ,hat ~tt.e:t . we. had giTen the lees-developed countries an 

· initiAl tilip they coul;d . somehow m.gke it on their own. That idea has 

long since gone out ot ·the wind~ and no wonder, ~s we look at the 

magnitooe ot.- the p~bl~•· ·Att.er all, whom are :w• aid ina? We are aiding 
' I ' 
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close to $2000 per c~pita · in CMada, $2.500 across the border, ar¥1 
'·i 

$1000 and ttptard in :gurOpe. · The task ot rai•ing this standard ot 

·' . l ·ivlng ·ie indeed tremendoue, lind 1nevitabl.7 our progreae ia pa.t.n£~1¥ i 

'· . 

. alow. 

The diaparitr or incomes' between the more .advanced and 

the less-developed countries, is still, ae a matter or tact, increasing, 

it onl7 because the less-developed coUntries need to run rapidl1 even . 
I 

to stand still in view ~t the veey ·substantial increase in populatio~ · 

that they race yenr b7 year, a · rate or increase somewhere between 

2i % and ) % tor maQ1 COUntries.- We must realize, too, that there 

are m~nr . other obstacles to .rapid progress in these c~untries. For --

• 

'one thing, the· markets tor their traditional . exportsA their raw materials, - ' 

.·. 

• I 

their mt~erals and so r~rth /\are only g~wing slowly' and there are 

conditions o! oversupplY on the world markets toda7 eo that the price~ 

tor the products of th~ .. _less-developed countries. have been seriousJ.¥ <' 

: . deprA~sed. · Thus 1 exports are growing much less ra.pidl.J than the debt, 
· -tl\e. k,& .. olA.v~lopc.~ eau~~~ . . ~ 
· · burdens W!!1!11J1 have ·unde_rtaken in order to finance their developnent. : 

We must realize; t.oo, that progress is bound to be slow, because 

these countries are a.ll. suffering from a varietr ot obstacles, in- 'i 

. . . stitutional. and ot~er,. that · stand 1ri the wa:r or rapid · progress. The 
'\ ' . t 

governments ·:are inuper~encedJ they are ill-equipped in .m8111' wqe to 

cope with the task · o·r ~amic economic deve~opnentJ people are not, 

trained or educated eUf£icientl1. 

I 

· .. Moreo:Yer~ quite apart trom the obstac.les that stand in 
. . 

the wa;y ot rapid progress 1 we have to take into account that; as we 

J• 
I 

·~ -

make progress with . deve~opnent• .the appetite tor: developnent will 

ineYitRbl,y i.hcreaSet. ..Aa education apreade . aM politiCal CODSOiOUsneaa . 
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grows 1 As with the proee;_se · ~ development the rate ot urbanization 

is accelerated ~ people are absorbed from the traditional subsistence 

econo~, :the. appetite t~r the better or things or lite will and does 
I 

tend to gr0w1 ancl .with. ~t the need tor more capital tor development • .f 

So 1 we can expect . a.n··. eyer a~cending revolut,ion ot rising expectations_, 
'.'' ' ~ ' .··. ,;. · .. . . 

' · and \~ prelouncl diapAril.tT . between the aeiJait.r to aatialT these 
' I 

expectstions and · the le~el ot expectations will continue tor a long time • . 
. ·, . 

So we c&n 8&7 that the 1?1'9~lem -~ ir¥leed be with ua tor a verr long 
:.. I 

' time, 

.·.·One mq well ask 'tfh7 we, in the more advanced countries, ; 
... 

should btt interested in .-·helping these developing countries. What are I 

· our goals? ... It is rq . prd!ound conviction that one c~ot real.J..T base -~ 

111'\Y foreign ··aid program : on pure eel! interest, be it short sighted or : long 

! • sighted, · I think· our aid programmes must always be to\U¥led 1 to a certain 

extent, on a_ d'egr~e or ~dealism, on the profourd concern/ that we &a .l 

human beings should hav:e with the lot or our fellow men in distant 

lands
1
mant ot lfhora live ~: on a per capita income level of less than 

$100 per 7~1\r and in gr~iilg povert7. Whether we be Christian' or 

Jews or Wh~tever ~eligion we profess, we cannot remain oblivious to 

• .~ • • 0 

... the plight ot these p·eople, :- and we\:annot in all good conscience abstain 

I ,. ·. 

t 

i 

··' 

But obviouslY idealism can never be the sole foundation 

· · _,·· : or oUr . foreign .aid pr~grammes, We cannot expect our legislator• to 
. . . i 

appropriate _·moner from _sheer idealistic motives. There must be at, · i 

leAst. & fouhdation 0£ .enlightened self interest. Now, what' i~ this 
'I 

i . 

-. t enlightened ••lt interest? . Are we indeed engaged in • new crusade 
' , , I ·, 

tor demooraor or •r· ·· ,.- .; eole~ engaged in hohlins the.tront. against '1 

' . . ... ~ 
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the advancing tide or communisru? Well, it is evident that there 

is a spreading demand tor development and that it is in our interest 

to be identitied with it and to help it. To be sure, :some ~t us mq 

occasion9ll7 have a twinge or misgiving as tQ the blessings that 

development contera upon people. I rn,selt h~ve ~ad experiences, at 
tov 

. .' tbaee et~trtling, in the less-developed countries whe.-. one • • t • = 3 7 f' 

.. · sees the repercussions or developnent on the lives ot people, It ~vee 

· one an oc.casion8l reeling ot ·misgiving as to whether people are re8l.q 

becoming better ott •.. 

. , 
I remember once being in the rather remote northeast corner 

I ~ . ' • ' ' ' ' 

' . · . Of Malll78 1 Rnd riding a~und with an Agric~tural officer o£ the 

eountey. It. . was a verr .. Jlush ard tropical counteyaide with excellent, 

and well watere(l soils, · and the agricultural otticer said to me, 

"Look; these people . ar$·:. reall1 basieall.7 well-orr or the1 could be . ' . 

veey well-ott. .. The7 . are growing just · one rice crop per rear 1 but 

with this kind ot clim~te ~ with these conditions, they could easilY 

grcnt two rice crops e, ,-.ear. Howe•er, thet prefer to be at leisure 
. ~·· : .... 

' . . ~ 
tor at le*st '8 part. or the 7ear and not to pw~ p ~ the additional error\ 

that~ would~~eq~i~to .have two rice, cropa." It ao happened that 

I had lunch that day . in .. a little town where, strangel1 enough1 and ·' 

much to ·rq surpri·se; .th1.tre was one ot these ubiquitous Rotaey Clubs, . 

· and I was invited 'to Att~nd .their weekl7 luncheon and to make a rew : 

remarks. In a somewhat facetious and personal vein, I remarked that · 

I wRe not e~re t~at development was necessar,y tor the best interests ot 
I 

evertbod7 ai'ld .. I recite~ 1111 experience ot that morning. . I asked, "Who 
.' I 

am I to .·sq that .ihe sense or values ot these cultivators around thia 

to~ b neceaeai'U;r wi'}'~ I · 'lfaa i'ather taken aback alter thea~ i · 
.... . · , t , , I ... , . 
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sll!lmi-tacetious remArks .bY th~ storm· that broke out 8Jllong t,he,sf! 

le:J.der·a or .the e~mmun~ty thnt were gl'.thered around the tables ol 
• • 'j • 

notarr t .hat: dq •. · : They ;·cAlled me. an enemy' or development J /het 

ORid thl\t I wsa 'con.doning ·the lftzinees or these ~ople who ought, 

88 A m11tt.,r .ot £Ret, to_ b~ made to grow two rice crops a 7ear. 

' ' 

I was.· taught a salutary lesson, and no matter what 

anyone m~tr ·sar nbout the benefits o£ developnent there is no doubt; 
. '• 

. : 
i 

,·' 

·'· 

·i 
) 

'} 

in my mind .that the pol-iticall.7 conscious elements in all the less- ·f 
. ·. ;. J 

developed c'ountriea ·- -.i.nd these conscious elements are constantl.7 
') 

t' . . ::· 

~ · growing; dA.y b7 dq ~ ~re certainl.y intent upon development. Thq 

:i ~ 

; · intend to hAve it and ~e hqd bett8r s~e that ther have it with a 

. minimum ot drunage to t~·e fabric ' or societr Ntd with a ·minimum ot 

violence. "' 

·,, 

} . 

' 
•' 

.~ . 

. ~. ,. 
I' 

,f ... . 

·" 

'' ' 

} : 
':, 

' : ~ . 
~ r: ; 

That doesn '.t m~t'n 1 however, . that one can justify foreign 

aid es a kind or . tra~quilizer that one administers to the less

dev~loped countries to ... ke"p them at peace and socially _and politicall¥ 

cont.,nt. Actu'lll.r, ro~.eign &id, if .it is effective at all, ought not 

to act sa a .tranquilizer but rather a.s a dose or 'benzedrine. Develop

ment, A.S We ~11 recognize, ·is 8 very disturbing if not revolutionizing 
. ' . . ~ 

· process.:· It is sn upsetting proll'Ass; it upsets the establiehed .ways 
' . I ) 

.. 

ot lite, ·it. mq destroy, for example, the extended family syetMl 1ri Asia : 

' ' 

or the tribAl system or Africa. Its ver,y objective is to disturb and 

to change. It i .s a process that is intens]Jr ~amic it it is to be . 

succ1sstul, and it is a process ~hat is not necessaril1 consonant .with ·. 

politio81 or aocisi tr~qullitt. , ~the last analYsis, we haVe · go~ to 

tace the tAct, . thAt these developing countries are going through a 
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vert dangerous age, Jlr an age where the fabric ot societies are being 

torn ApArt._ • The most. that we can hope is that we will be able to help ' 

, these countri~s in such . a wq that the fabric or societ7 will not be 

too severel.7 torn And, indeed, the society that result.s will be one 

that cherishes those values . or human freedom and human dignitt that 

· we in our Western society ch~rish. 

J . 

How can we make foreign aid more effective? I wish I 

could answer that question ~nd list very simpl.7 a: number ot steps that. 

could be taken. I don't think we can ever e.liminate waste in an _ 

. external aid programme; : we have to be reconciled to a certain amount .
1 

or waste• For one thing, I think we a~e bound to try to support the · 
' • . ' ' I 

etrorts ot countries to ... · achieve a rate or' progress which is perhaps .. i . . 

rather unrealistic And over-ambitious. When I S8.1' over-ambitious, I · 

" am reminded that one of: the Vice-Presidents of the World Bank once 

chided me concerning the use ot the word over-8mbitious. "When )'OU 

speak of· these less-deVeloped COUntries", he said, "how can TQU .Speak 

; . of a developnent ~ogr~, thnt for example, wants to advance the 
'. · ~· 

national product ()t a _ l~ss-developed cowttl"t trom a standard ot income 

ot $100 a rear b7 7 % as over-ambitious? Obviousl.1', it is not over- ,: 

mnbitious 1n· relation to ability to realize such a goal." 

We have to ~realize that many ot th,ese countries set 

themselYes veey high t~rgets and that we tey to support them in the 

achievment ot the.se .h!sh targets. In that effort, inwvitabl.y a certain 

amount o~ .~one,. is was~·ed. We also cMnot prevent an excessive diversion 

:, 
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t ot resources; even in •less-developed count171 to 8uch purposes as defence, ··,· 
I I' ' 

&nd intem&l. eecurit7~. ;' Sometimes, ot course, .it is a deliberate goal . 
·,·: 
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or the aid giver to mnke 

wher.e thlt~ ian' t the case 

whAt might ~ell, appear :.to 
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such a defence effort possible, but even 
· wMdv ca... 

~ne often encounters countriee~'devot~ 

be an excessive amount or their slender 

resources to def~nce ~ ·internal securit7. I know or one low income 

country thflt ·~perda. t6 ,'/, ot its total national product on defence am 

· internal securitT·· Still another devotes ll% or its national product 
' . 

and another that .spends 7~ tor that purpose. Yet, it is verT difficult 

tor ant governmfl~t giv~g aid to these countrie~even though it .. ! 

believes tha~ this exp6,nditunt is not justi~ied, to dictate to such .~l 

a eountr,r what it should spend on national defence. It is even ver,y '. 

difficult tor an :inetitution1like ~ own to sq that we are not going 
' .. ~ · . ·. ' ' ..! 

to give 7ou· aid J)!lt loans because we think that 70U are spending ·an l 
I ' • I 

excessive amount .on national defence. 

Yet, .,altho~ I think we must be prepared, tor various 

reasons, to· face ·the co.ntinuA.tion or some .watetul expenditure, there 
~i .. • 

are many steps that we .· can probablt take . to make the aid effort, more ' 

effective. ·. You have probablJ read in the press that in the United 

StAtes we have recentll' had a report from a committee headed b7 General 

Clay which has advised .. the · government on a n\Dilber or steps which the _ 

committee deems necess~r,y to make the Aid effort a more effective. one.· 

Dqsicall11 ~hat this report· argues for ie e~mething with which I think 

moat or . u·s that have ·had something to do with foreign aid will agree • 

." -< It is an argument in favour ot a greater amount o£ concentration rather 

. .1· • thnn a dia~ersal or ettort, and ~ argwnent ~ make . aid conditional on 

8 gr~ater Amount ot self-help on the part or the aid. recipients. 

Certainl7 1 : &s one look·a about the world todq • there is too great a . 

dispersion · ot aid • . · 'l'h~re are inevitabl.)' a good mant countries ·that · . ' 

ar• at~ in, suoh a etate .bt disorganization ot whose governments have 

:~ •• • .. { : •• 0 ~ ' t ' •• 
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~ 
ouch trAm~ndous probl~ms to race that they cannot rea~ make a ver,y 

" :. I. 

effective use or · foreign aid. We are all, I think, suf£ic~ent11 

sophist-icated ·now to r~alize that c~pit~l is not the only detenninant 
.' . ' : ' 

or development .Aild th~.t till that ia necesaaey is mftrely to pour in 
. ' 

th., mt:>ne7 And~ then you'· g"t the results. There is no direct neceasart · 
.. 

relationship between e'apital :lnveatm.,nt and output in the sho.rt runJ 

A lot depends on how e!tioiently a government is organiz.ed, how 

'. '.· well mMned .it is to ·carry out the job, how ·educated and well trained 

' the people ··are · to utilize the money. that is torthoondng, how much . 

initiA.tive and enterprise there is in the cbuntey and how much ettort; 

· ' . in generAl the people . ·are .nlling to put !orth • 

Certe.inlt , : I th~.nk the amount or aid that is being used '. · 

·in the world today Would go much farther 1£ we were somewh8t more sel• 
/ I 

eetive, choosing the c~untries that have reached a stage where the7 

, I OP.n erreotive~ employ a 18-rg~r ~mount ot capital coming in !rom the· 
' ' ~ . 

' Outside and w~ere they· can ma.ke a decisive spurt towards a higher level 

ot development it this·: aid were !orthoomin:g and it on., could confine 

one' 8 ertorts or teehnic8.1' a'ssistanoe to those countries which have the 

rf!<}tti.site CE'.pa.cit7 .to utilize aid e!tective]Jr. The obvious reconunen

dAtion ·or General Clay's conunittee wAs that we should insist on better 

performance} her., 8galn as a 11\Atter o£ principle, one cannot . obJec~. 

Surelt whatever .i·e poured 1rt £rom outside is only a modest supplement 

to what· must be ·a .m'!Jor e!f'ort on the part ot the less-developed 
. . : .. ~ 

· countries theiJlsel vee~ · ...... 
. . 

· It is tashion~ble t~a7 ' to insist that as an instrument 

ot better perto~nce ·),e' Should require all these countries · to engage· 
...... 

in pl.-..nning. ·. This :la .~lmoat ~ne · ot the prerequisite a of the Alliance 

'I 
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tor Progress on whieh .~he ·United St.~tfls and the other Latin American 
1 

countri~s Ate embsrk.ecf:~· It. is something that we, in the Bank, 

frequently .. insist upon-:; and here again who is there to gainsa1 the 

need tor planning. · Ye~ it is well to so\lnd a note or caution 
' . 

about· the ttpe or developrrient planning thAt is fashionable ~ ms.ny 

countri..es. :. Th.,r., :l.a . a tendency to go in tor economic planning models 

· which a·re beAutitull.y worked out in theory and have all the merits of 
. . ,• 

,'.'·. 

·.~· 

apparent irtt~n~al cone.istency. Uni'ortWlatelt they incorporate miley unte.st~ . 
I 

assumptions about- ~he .'developnent or public and private savings 1 the relatic:>n• . 

ship of. Cl!.pital investment to output and the eYOJ.ution of conswn.ption which .~: 

m#l)' all be_ veey 'Wide ol the mark, ' They thus often rest on shifting sands, · · 

.. · '. . . _ ... : :. on ten~OUS assunption~ that ma)" have Yecy little relationship to the £acts ··~· 

• 'I 

\. \ • ... ,i 

·:, .. , · ot the situation. 
.', 

It would be better if ·pln.nning were to pay more attention to what is 

fee.sible in pr11ct:lue · than 'what is possible or desirable in theory. ! 
> 

Planning ought to tak~. more account or the pr~ctica.l problems of 
, r 

.. ··. 

implem.~·ntntion which are actually being experienced in various s_ectora o£ the · 
' .. ' ,· . . 

economt• _Abov~ .all, 1:t should emphasize what I like to call the 

ttbuildillg blocks" or the "brieko and mortar" or development • the 

detailed working out ·or individual projects and programs which in 
I • 

. . 

the 8ggregate go to m~ke up the total development e££ort. 

Believe '-~· or not; the greatest bottleneck today that all 

aid agenci~a, be they ·:·bi-lateral agenciea or multi-lateral agencies, 

ta.ee ia th,e lac~ or e~und projects, that · are avaUable tor tinancini. 

aid gi vi.ni. countr~ea ~ould .oommit ~re t~d,s to the World Bank and to 

our aietter inetitution th~ Internationsl Development Association, -Md 
' '· • '.. · . ·, ' ; •• 1• ,. ' ' • .. 
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we, -in turn,· could commit our funds more rapidly if th~ less-developed 

.. · c~untriea were nble to. pres~nt us with better ~rked out and mor~ 

numerous projects~ .That is, very frequently, where the bottleneck 
. . 

Mind :you, l do not think th~.t it is solely due to the deli• 

ci~nci~o or th~· leso-deteloped countries that not enough projects are 

torthcominge Obviously• some of the aid giving countries and agencies 

· also labour· under certain limitations. Some or them, tor public · 

relations o~ other re~s.~ns · or public policy 1 ~on' t want to finance .. 
. . '··, 

certain ,types or .projects; but within the range or projects that they 

are . willing to finance 1 :_certainly not enougn projects are forthcoming • 
r' 

I think one -or the greatest challenges to those who are 

engAged in foreign aid is to take steps to help countries fo~ulate 

. · · and appraise projects in such a w~ that they ~an be financed and give 

· · · . some gu8.rantee or producing · effectivf3 results. This is indeed being 

·. done ln some measure b7 ·the Special Fund or the United Nations. We 

. ourselves in the World Ba.nk e.r9 setting aside 8 portion of our resources 

to help in the otudy or .. various projects. But in · eome countries we 

· still fA.ce the elementa.ey step or simply identifying in some measure 

'. , · · '- · the things that oUght to be studied. In the . emergent nations ot 

.' .' Africa I ·for .eX.emple' . this task or teying to identi£7 developnent -

poesibilities which can ·.then be subjected t~ detailed teasibUitt 

studies bae ·in· many case,s not been completed • . 

,, 

In the. field or better performance, -there is also an 

obvious ne~d to insist · ~hat .. nations manage thei~ own fin~c:ls.l 
I I 

resourc.ee more . errectiY.e:cy' .·and t\bstain from run-aw~ and ~hronio 

· 1nt.1Bt1onaey prActiees 'fhich put pressures on their balance ot 

llflYftlent.e : ~~~~~ t~rc~ ot.~e~ . . . ···. ; . , . 
.. ~ . ' ' ·. 

, . . 
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tOWltrie9 t0 bl\18 them out of trouble, There is need to insist that 

a greAter part ot:the ~dditional iricome that is generated through the 

process ot developne~t ·J.>e e,et aside as savings to · finance further de• · 

Yelopnent J 1n IM.J11' case~ the e~vinge perfoma.nce o£ m8.Jl1' developin& 

CO\Ulirie·s leaves _Yeey m~ch _to be desired. 

' . . ' 
.There is one further thing tha~ l think is also needed and · 

that is A r~lll attempt· ·:to· mobUize local and private business initiative. : 
' •. 

.. 
•'' 

/ · 
Such mobilization is e~ide~ced in conununity developnent programmes 8D:l 

.r:~ ! . 

s:iJnUar grass ro~ts . pr~.grrurmes for economic. developnent and · also in 
. ' 

private business · enterprise on which o£ course, 8 good JIV1J11' Weatem ' 
' ' ' .''· • f 

· count~ies have laid & ~reat de11l o£ stress. Here I must come to the 

.· .. · . · · · conclusion,:I am ·a.traid,_.that in maey respects the efforts that have been 
' . . ' ' 

· ·:-.
1 
m~de to -stimul . te .thi-s :kind o£ priVIlt~ business enterprise abroad have 

fallen tar short or what 18 required. Let me say that I don 1 t think 

the queo.tion ot whethe~ or not one stimulates priV,l'te enterprise abroad 
,. 

·is an ideological issue, a ~uestion ' or whether one is sympathetic with ' 

. 

sooialiem or with capit~li~m • To me; 1 t is 8 imply' A . method or trying to :· . 

. . ·. · d_,central.ize ~ it you ·will, the reepc)nsibilit)' tor developnent 1 and of 
1 . ·• l."t.t.i.a.bl " ... 

· > mobilizing such latent ·energies, enterprise or ~· J • • + t 44 as you mar 
l . ' : . . 
.. . . hAve in & ~ountey. In: eveey developing country 1 governnents are great]¥ 

over-burdened with the · tasks that the, must inevitabl1.- carry out 

.. -· themselves I 8J'ld which the7 cannot pass on to private enterprise; thus 1 • . I 

. ; 

wherever t,here is any ~pportunity at all to mobilize private enterprise, · 

Rnd to exps..nd ·th.e private enterprise sector I I think it is very important 
I 

' . thn.t this be done • . · It ~· is certainl3 J111' impression, gained through travels 
• · .: j • 

'• 

, . 
. , 
-~ 

... 
. '~ . 

.• ~. 

·· · .. throughout . the world, that those countries that have a rigorous ani health1 ·: 

' · pri't'at.e · ent.erprbe •ec~r have ~de t.he great.eat amount ot progreaa,.;. , 
... · ... . •, 

• . I ' . 

• .. . .. 
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tor example, Mexico; . ·India or evan P~R:istan. When )'OU contrast these 

with co~triea likABu~l\ and Ceylon where privllte enterprise has been 

lititle o~ ~ot at all ·developed, I think the contrast is ver.y vivid. · 

Whenftver one· tiilks about -9.n insistence on better perfonnance 

'· ... :. ' b.r countri~s ·, one comes inevitably up against the tact that governments, . 

·' '. 

I j 't ' • I ;.j. 

··: :. . -.. ' 1n their bi-lateral· as~istRnoe programmes 1 find j_t very hard to insist . '. I ' : 
that the governments o~ the developing countrieo complf with certain 

tfl9nns a.nd c.onditions as a pre-requisite to asaist.ance. For e.xrunple, 

in the United States,· "hich :t.s after all the biggest bi-lAteral aid ' · 
' ·. . 

giver in the World,· p~posRlS are adVAnCed ~ge.in ·and· 8gain that we ·,. 
' ·' mu3t be ·tough, that we .. must insist on more a.nd better performance on · 

• ,, j. 

1· 
the part of the Aid ·recipie~~~. Yet in pr~.ctice such proposals · ' -

1 

prove di.tticult to cArry out. Why is this? Simply because eveey 
., c:a.l , .. 

governm~nt does not like to risk .aaenating another government b,r 

dictating to it whA.t . 1~ should do • . For exemple, how can a.ey 

.t 
.l . 

. . . . . . . . . . _;' .,!» . 
. . .. , .·.. government ettecti ve:cy :: inse.t that another should raise taxes or 

¥ 1 •.• 

.i 
rBiae the r .ates tht\t .are cha~ged by its electric~J:l p(>wer enterprises 

~. . 
/ 

'. ;·, 

ev.,n though these ma.y be the most ettective ways ot ensuring more 
' ,. \ 

s~.vings. 'v.t us . consi\fer also the case or 8 government that has 

got · ~.t·self . into difficulties by sins ot ommission and commission · 

e.nd . thus tlnda itselt ?ea.Yil..y in debt. . Such a government can · 

· appeal to the governments ot the dev~loped countries and can get 

, I 

1 

. . : · eftecii ve. aid in :tenns · o£ a bailing out operation, simply because · ~ 
. ·. . . , . ' .j 

' I 

the deniBl . of .. 1\~Sistan.~ ., is politicall7 inJxpedient. t . ' 1 J • ·! 
~ . 

··i 
j . :! 

": ... 
It io ~ own firm conviction that AS long as aid remains 

on the go~ernment•to-g?vernment level, particularly as tar as the 
. I 

th1ited st11tea ie<· concefned~ one cannot insist on con~itions very 

etteotiYelt• .. In. rq Ophtit>n, one needs to channel a much greater 
.• · .. 1" . . 

,· 
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~ 
amount o£ Aid through multi-lateral institutions. 1\ might well be 

f'ccused . ot some dogre" .~ or biA.a sj.nce I hllppen to be a stR££ member 

or one or these institutions, but I tirmJy believe, AS 8 ~esult ot 

mt ~perience or the lnst twelve yeara with that institution, th~t an 

objectivelt ~dministered international institution can do a much more 

"rrectiYe job in th'!t · t~eld . or Resisting development than moot bi• 
t I say this because, again and ag~in1 

we h~Vf) h~J.d t~e· experi~noe thf:lt we can aid thf3 dev-eloping countries 

without incurring severe dj_spl.,Aeure or gi v~g J"iee to the charge 
I , ••;. ' iS, 

. ot interference with their aovereignty. w~ can etfective~ · insert 

c·ertain condition'EJ 1 · A.nd there have been many eases inde~ where 

·.- . · we 1 in the World Bn.nk, ·:hAve declined - ~o give aid to a number ot 

countries until thet s~owed evidence or better -performance. 

I r~member thAt there was one countr,y in partictuar, which 

ehsll remain nrimeles~, .' wh.,re tor yea.rs on end we d:l.ocussed a vert large 

( tin~ncing programme ·ror public utility expansion, and where the savings 

'• · ... ' 

i ' .. , 

I ·.;, 

·. 

rAte w&a ver.r low, even though economic progress was _reaaonnblY good, 

We felt that one ot .the eftectiive .we.ys ot increAsing savings was tor 

·: ·. ·: ., · public enterprise to char go more P.dequate r8tea tor power. FoJ" 

. m~nt yeAra, w~ had~ de~~te _ with that government, but ~t long last 

· we won our poiilt 1 Md t th:l.nk 1 t was a very important point. We ins is ted 

. suoo~sarul\y th~t the gov~rnment hik9 its power rates, and we did this 

for the purpose or enAbling the COuntr,y to set ASido at leAst 8 portion 

· , · ot the·a, power revenue$ for turthar oelt-tinAnced expansion. That is, 

".rter all, what we warit to achieve, that ·gradually more and more ot .. 
. . 

th~ Additional- income ~hat is gene~ated through the process of 

d~V~lOpmen~- g~ int,o the fin~neing Of additionRl development, 80 that 

dep8ndertc.-j ·on ·tore ian ttid shou.l.d gra.d.uAllt 1 it onJ.t slowlt 1 diminish, 
. l • 

'I o: ' 

I • 

· ' ·• 

·· .. ;' ' .. ~· 

•,' . 

., 
' . 

t . 
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Thue, I reel ver,y strongly that Aid should be channeled through mult~

l~:tteral inet~tuti.ona to·, 1\ much larger extent, if it is to be effective, 

'· .·· Unfortunately, :,I don't think thAt at the moment, there is 

much chA..nce or that happening. · Somehow many countries still 

·reel ver, atrong~ . tha~ their bi-lBterAl assistance programmes ~re a 
. ·, ., . ·. 

necessney instrument o~ the.:lr foreign polict 8.nd that they cannot afford 

to ctiminish' the bi-la.t.eral 'component or their aesist8nce programmes in 

favour or A larger multi-lAteral component. Rec~ntly, tor example, we 

· · hAVe been t~fng to te~lenieh the re3ource~ or Our sister institution 

th~ International Developm.,n~ Asaocia.tion which makes dredit avaUable 

on a long-.tenn bAsis . ~d at ~- rAte or interest which is nil. It 

chnrgee onl'y' ." ser~icf) ·· ree .or • 75'/,. We have virtually committed all 

th.,se tunds And we no:w .· need to replenish the !undo through additional 

subscriptions to the· IDA • . ·UniortunatelJ'1 it looks very much as 1£ our 

· · ch~:tnces are ·veey···am1:\ll :: of getting .the really generous replenishment ot 

these resources that ,would enabla us to .do·, a more effective Job. 

' .~ . 

This le~J.ds me to rftAke one £in11l point. I think it is 

i.nevi.table that in ·the·: future we will continue to see a proliteration 

:· or governments Md aga~eiea, multi-lateral and ~i-14-tera.l, engaged 

· · in the giving ot aid .t() the lese-developed countr.ies. · Under these 

/. • J 

.. 
' 

. ;:. 

.~' . 

:· 

i 

' conditions · there is even a gre11ter need of effective co-ordination, · ;: · 

Which) of cours_e 1 should not take A £o:rm that would be to.ntarnount to 

"ganging up" · on the. lese-developed countries) to get together to 
. . 

oon~i~er the kind or ·. ~conomic p~blem that they are confronted 

· .. ~ ' 

· .•. ~ 

· : · :.:.; :-;- with, to <il~gnose the ·economic situation and to detennine what kin~ 

/ . 
. . : ot &id and Wh:~t tenna ~~ ald are moat appropr'late . to the conditione 1n each :: 

. . 
' · ·~ · ..• : \ ~ ~~· ''·· ... 

-'. ' ·. 
I • ' :,:· •, \: 

• I ;·~ 

. , ,. ' ·,, 
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ot the lese-developed countries. We, in the· International Bank, have 
o.t 

takfJn the lead in orga.n:l.zing consorti~ or eonsul~ive ·groups tor 8 

' numbe'r or countries with this vert objective ot trying to co-ordinate 

The the 81d ertort .of· 8 number or different institutions and sources. 

Development . Assist.qnce '.Committee or the Organization tor Economic 

Co-operntio~ ·and Development 1n P9rie · has. also pla7ed the role ot getting 

interested coutrif9a ·aroUnd the cpnference table to discuss mutual · ·, 

problema of· foreign .Aid. These efforts \mder the present circumstances 

. hAve to be .cons1derabl1 extended; there has to be much more co-
. . . ' 

ordinAtion then there : ~s t~day. This is a task lfhich is onl.7 beginning. 

~ h.~--, . ..,c.~. ·. 

. ~ i.a. na·cessarily l\ very cursoey survey ot the many 

problems thAt are inVolved in the extension of foreign aid. Many ot 

them I have been able to deal with only' very ske.tchilJ", but I hope that 
. . .. •, 

I have at least been able to indicate that progress in resolving these 

problems or f.ore~gn aid snd bringing about 8 satisfactory rate or 

developMnt :ls Apt to be slow. Developnent is a challenge 1 and 

indeed a n~ble cnalle~e, which we cannot afford to ignore, but we 
. ' . •' 

must be· prepared tor many d!sappointments and many set-backs. We must 
'; 

, develop understaming and sympathy, and )'et, at the same time, ·we must 

be tough minded ''in . th~~ Adm:lnistration of our foreign aid. Above all, 

' f 

\ole must · persevere in t.~e t _ask for a long, long time • The United Nations 

may have proclainled ' t~e 60's as · th~ Decade or DeveloPnent 1 but. I am. sure 

that t})is · ie not the · 6_nly :de9ade ot developnent, and that we shall have · · 
~ . ' 

ver7 ~~~ · iaore · becaus~ the problem will remain with ua, weth~r w like 
. ' : i 

1~· or notl. !ott a. lobs; long ~~ time, 
., ,.. . ,:' ··. .. ·' . 
~ . . . . . . 
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RESEARCH IN THE 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

by 

John C. de Wilde 
I 

"1RCH\\J~s 
(Paper prepared for deliver,r at the Annual Meeting of the 

American Economic Association at Pittsburgh, Penna., December 291 1962) 

A. Introduction 

When I began to think of the role of research in the Bank, I 

immediately encountered a question of definition. What could qualify for 

inclusion in "research"? One could, I suppose, avoid the need for defini-

tion by simply describing the work of an officially designated research 

department. However, the Bank does not have such a department. To be 

sure, there is a d~partment entitled "Economic Staff" which consists of 

people - economists and statisticians - who in part do what would generally 

be regarded as research. But it would be difficult to contend that this 

department is preoccupied solely with research or that no other depart-

ment in the Bank is engaged in research. 

lily Webster defines research as "careful, systematic, patient study 

and investigation in same field of knowledge, undertaken to establish 

facts or principles." Certainly the Bank carries out innumerable in-

vestigations, and these are intended to unearth the "facts" and make the 

analyses that are relevant to the determination of "principlesn or 

policies. Whether the investigations are "careful, systematic and patient" 

is a matter for judgment. There are, however, serious limitations on the 

amount of time that can be devoted to investigations in an operating 

financial institution. The Bank is constantly pressed for decisions by 

governments who are not easily convinced of the virtues of patient and 
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time-consuming investigations; and it is difficult also for the Bank to 

recruit an international staff of sufficient competence ~ size to 

handle the volume of business after doing the research incidental thereto 

in a manner that would be regarded as exhaustive and detailed enough by 

all critics. Considerations of time and staff require us constantly to 

decide in effect at what point it is really unrewarding to spend more time 

on the collection of data or the refinement of the analysis. In this 

connection one should perhaps again point to the obvious - the inadequacy, 

both qualitative and quantitative, of data in the less developed countries. 

While the Bank by no means contents itself with published data and puts 

its clients to considerable work in assembling available but unpublished 

information or collecting new information, it cannot itself generally 

devote months and even years to the gathering of all the data that it might 

be desirable to have. Investment decisions and recommendations about 

development policies and programs must, therefore, often be based on frag

menta~ information and estimates that do not permit the application of 

the most sophisticated methods of analysis which are theoretically avail

able. 

I do not, of course, wish to leave the impression that the Bank is 

not careful and thorough in its investigations. As a matter of fact the 

Bank - and, more recently, the International Development Association - is 

sometimes criticized because the volume of its lending is much too small. 

If the vollli~e is small, however, it is primarily because we refuse to be 

stampeded into making loans or credits without reasonably careful investi

gation of the projects to be financed and a diagnosis of the borrowing 

country's economy. Fortunately the Bank operates relatively free from the 

political pressures that so often operate on bilateral foreign aid programs 
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and result in ill-considered attempts to "bailout" countries in situations 

which they themselves have precipitated by improvident and unsound economic 

and financial policies. 

Let me make a few more preliminary observations before concretely 

considering the types of research carried out by the Bank. The first is 

that the Bank publishes only a fraction of its reports embodying some 

research. The outsider is generally acquainted only with the volumes 

dealing with the development of a series of countries which are published 

for us by the Johns Hopkins Press. These reports are done by missions which 

are sent out at the request of individual countries for the purpose of 

advising on the outlines of a development program and the complementa~ 

economic and financial policies. Reports of this type have encountered 

considerable critieism in academic circles. The critics, however, have 

sometimes forgotten that the reports are not intended as exercises in 

theoretical model building or in theoretical optimization of output, but 

rather as practical operational guidance for governments. In any event, 

such reports represent but a small portion of the Bank's output. The 

countr.1 economic reports and the project analyses on which our investment 

decisions are based are not published. In the last fiscal year, the 

number of such count~ reports totaled about 30, and the number of project 

reports was nearly )0. Why are these not published? The country economic 

reports sometimes include information supplied in confidence, and, more 

important, contain frank and critical discussions of the economic policies 

or programs being carried out~ The government concerned will generally 

take no umbrage at such criticism in an unpublished document, but would in 

many cases be seriously embarrassed either at home or abroad if such 

critical observations were made public. As far as the project reports are 
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concerned, these generally contain recommendations on issues which are 

to be considered in subsequent loan negotiations. Moreover, if they were 

to be published, a time-consuming effort would often be required to write 

up some elements of the analysis which, for the sake of brevity, are often 

summed up simply in the for.m of a conclusion. 

Applied Research and the Functions of the Bank 

The other preliminary observation is that the research of the Bank 

is applied research carried out as part of the process of reaching decisions 

within the Bank's operating responsibilities or on problems which came up 

recurrently in connection with this decision-making process. The Bank is 

obviously not a research institution; and it cannot and does not pretend 

to do basic research in the whole field of development economics. Since we 

are concerned with ~pplied research, it is important to state briefly the 

functions of the Bank. 

The prima~ function of the Bank and its sister institution, the 

International Development Association, is to make loans and credits to 

finance development. The financing is for specific projects, although the 

concept of "project11 is often broad enough to include a series of closely 

related investment activities or a sub-sector program such as a general 

highw~ or railway expansion and rehabilitation program. The Bank relies 

principally on borrowing in the financial market as a means for obtaining 

its funds and the terms of its loans reflect this. The interest rate is 

adjusted to the rate at which the Bank borrows its funds and the maturity 

of Bank loans range up to a maximum of 25 or 30 years. The debtor's 

capacity to meet the not insignificant interest and amortization charges 

is, therefore, of great importance to the Bank, even though the Bank can, 

in the event of default, require its member countries to pay in all or 
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part of the uncalled portion of their capital subscriptions. On the 

other hand, the International Development Association, which is financially 

separate from, but in effect administered by, the Bank, relies entirely 

on the capital supplied by the governments of its members. This is be

cause it extends development credits on lenient financial terms to 

countries which are considered to have no capacity or insufficient capacity 

to service loans on the more conventional terms required by the Bank. Up 

to the present these credits have been extended without interest, except 

for a service charge of 3/4%, and with a maturity of 50 years, including 

a 10-year period of grace. 

Incidental to and accompanying these financing activities, the 

Ba~1k has become engaged in a steadily growing volume of technical assistance 

and advisory work. For investment projects this has taken the form of 

informal help given in connection with the Bank's appraisal of loan appli

cations and also of arranging for and financing project feasibility studies. 

In the more general development field we have sent specially recruited 

missions abroad to advise on development programs and policies, and we 

maintain resident missions and advisers in a number of countries. Recently 

we have taken steps to organize a special corps known as the Development 

Advisory Service fram which people may be drawn for such assignments. 

B. Country Economic Studies 

The research or investigations of the Bank focus largely on the 

investment decisions it must make. Studies of the economies of our clients 

and of the projects they present for financing serve this purpose. The 

frequency of economic studies on any one country depends on the volume and 

recurring nature of our investment operations there. From time to time we 

may have a rather basic and detailed study, particularly when the country 
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is launching a development proGrmn, and at more frequent intervals we 

may have briefer studies to up-date our information and check on the 

economic progress that has been made. Except in rare cases, such studies 

are based on investigations on the spot, because experience shows that the 

scant and inadequate published data can only be supplemented in the field 

and that some judgment of the imponderables bearing on development can only 

be acquired through personal knowledge of the government and the way it 

operates, of business enterprise and of the farming classes. 

The count~ studies seek to analyze the existing structure of the 

economy, the rate of growth and the structural changes that have taken 

place in the past and the factors that have been instrumental in accelera

ting or inhibiting growth. The analysis of past and present must be ex

pressed in a diagn0$is of the critical problems confronting the economy, 

thus facilitating in turn the identification of areas in which Bank finan

cial or technical assistance can be helpful. It is also the starting point 

for an extremely important projection of the economy. In this projection 

We seek to determine the probable rate of overall growth in the light of 

the various factors that have conditioned this growth in the past. In this 

process we try to arrive at some approximative judgments about such relevant 

magnitudes as investment, savings, exports and imports, availability of 

external resources and of the factors that might be subsumed under "manage

mentn of the economy and that detennine the rationality of policy and the 

efficiency and speed with which capital investment takes place. Where an 

official development program exists, an attempt is made to reach a conclu

sion about its size and composition and the possibility of carrying it out. 

Finally, the report considers the terms on which the country ought to get 

external capital assistance other than foreign private investment - i.e. 
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how much the countr.y may be able to borrow on more or less conventional 

terms and how much should be obtained in the form of grants or credits 

on lenient terms such as those provided by IDA. This entails an assess

ment of the service burden on already outstanding debt and of the possi

bility of adding to this burden in the light of the projection of the 

economy that has alreaqy been made. I should like to return a little later 

to this "creditworthiness" appraisal. 

Shortcomings 

By this time the reader or listener might be tempted to congratulate 

the Bank for its presumed ability to find an answer to, or to make judgments 

on, all the questions I have mentioned. Let me hasten to disclaim this 

ability. If I could let you peruse a representative sample of our economic 

reports I am sure you would find plenty of serious deficiencies in them. 

As chairman of a Bank committee which considers all these reports in draft 

I am painfully aware of their defects. In my opinion we do produce some 

quite good reports, but also others which are bad or indifferent. The 

quality varies with the authors, the information available, the amount of 

time available for the study and the degree of complexity of the economy. 

Limitations of data are serious. National accounts data may be wholly 

lacking or unreliable. Information on savings may take the form of only 

very rough estimates and that on marginal savings is likely to be even 

more dubious. Up-to-date information on government expenditures and their 

breakdown by economically meaningful classifications is frequently lacking. 

In the absence of adequate and reliable data any sort of economic diagnosis 

becomes difficult and any projection exceedingly hazardous. Limitations 

on time are another handicap. Undoubtedly we could do a better job if we 

could take all the time necessary and employ all the requisite personnel. 
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But operational considerations are pressing. We must be content with 

rather imperfect answers and hope that these will in any event be good 

enough to enable us to avoid serious mistakes. Finally, let us admit 

that some of the deficiencies are due to the rather imperfect knowledge 

which economists have of the process of growth. This handicap is particu

larly significant in the analysis of economies which have achieved some 

degree of complexity. Even when the economy is still rather simple but 

undergoing a transition it is not easy to determine exactly in what direc

tion and how rapidly it can and will develop. It is easy, for instance, 

to establish that Ecuador was able to grow rapidly in the fifties because 

of the mushrooming expansion of banana production and exports, but now 

that this banana boom has come to a halt it is not equally easy to dis

cover what could ~ovide the impetus for renewed economic growth. 

Unfortunately we have not had the time and opportunity to evaluate 

fully the Bank 1s experience born of continuous contact with the economies 

of the less developed countries so as to systematize our conclusions about 

the development process. Individuals in the Bank have, of course, learned 

much and this is reflected in their approach to development problems and in 

their judgments. But few individuals - let alone the Bank as an institu

tion - have had the time or the inclination to think carefully and sys

tematically about their experience and formulate some theo~ or philosophy 

of development. For example, if we had formulated and expressed our ideas, 

the current and correct belief that capital pure and simple is by no means 

so crucial in development as was once thought might have received recogni

tion much earlier. Certainly many of the things which we in the Bank have 

for many years emphasized both in analysis and practice bears on the import

ance of "human resources" relative to capital. It is reflected in the 
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attention given to institutional bottlenecks; to the existence or 

adequacy of initiative and enterprise both in the private and public sector; 

to the quality and orgar~zation of the civil service and the decision

making process of the government; to the degree to which a sense of 

purpose or an air of buoyancy pervades the countr,y; to the importance of 

execution as against planning, and of defining and preparing the project 

content of development programs as against the making of internally consis

tent macro-economic projections; and to feasibility rather than theoretical

ly optimum solutions. But however knowledgeable we in the Bank may claim 

to be, we would have to plead guilty to not having set forth a clear formu

la~ion of our ideas about development. 

!!:~~ysis of Creditworthiness 

I would now like to turn back to one subject on which some of our 

research focuses - namely, the determination of the tenns of external capital 

assistance in the light of an economy's capacity to service debt. Experience 

and study indicat6 that there is no ready formula for measuring credit

worthiness. Non-econonuc factors must be considered. The pride which, 

on the b&sis of the historical record, a government and people take in 

meeting their external obligations irrespective of the sacrifice involved 

is one of these factors. There are other imponderables, partly economic 

in character, on which judgments must be made. It might be argued, for 

instance, that creditworthiness assessments are unimportant because coun

tries can and do to a large extent borrow to cover not only their net 

capital inflow requirements but also the service on their existing debt. 

Yet it is easy to demonstrate for many countries that the rate at which 

gross borrowing would rise under these conditions would be extremely rapid. 

It becomes accordingly important to have some judgment at what point the 
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gross capital inflow requirements are likely to become so large as to 

be in practice improbable. Another judgment relates to the time required 

to make an economy financially self-supporting in the sense that its 

savings will generally be adequate for its investment needs. By varying 

the terms on which external capital assistance is given one can hasten or 

postpone the achievement of that objective. 

In the main, creditworthiness must be appraised in the light of the 

economy's prospects for economic growth and the use likely to be made of 

the incremental incomes which accrue - of the growth in GNP in relation to 

the claims of investment and consumption; of the growth in government 

rev8nues in relation to requirements for current and capital expenditures; 

and of the growth of exports in relation to the need for imports. As 

already indicated, the country economic studies try to reach some judgment 

on these questions. In the Baruc we have fallen into the habit of stating 

debt service in terms of a percentage of current or anticipated earnings 

from exports of goods and services. This does not mean, however, that we 

consider only the relationship to exports relevant. Thus if a certain pro

portion of export proceeds are pre-empted for debt service, this means a 

loss of import capacity; and I shall not conceal from you that we have 

considerable difficulty in assessing the implications of such a loss of 

command over imports, particularly in determining how import demand is 

likely to develop under the influence of accelerating growth of investment 

and consumption on the one hand and of the growth of production for import 

substitution on the other. 

Work on the terms of assistance includes also the elaboration of 

criteria for the extension of IDA credits. A finding that a country's debt 

service capacity is already over-taxed or may become over-taxed before 
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long is one prerequisite for IDA assistance. But if it were the only 

prerequisite, many countries who have become and continue to remain un

creditworthy owing to mismanagement would find themselves rewarded for 

such mismanagement. Lack of creditworthiness must in the first instance 

be attributable to inadequate savings potential in view of low per capita 

incomes and the primitive structure of the economy. Adequacy of perfor

mance is also regarded as a prerequisite, and c~iteria of adequacy there

fore receive attention. The types of performance we are interested in 

measuring are effectiveness in raising domestic resources for development 

and the allocation and use of all available resources. In practice we 

have found it impossible and undesirable to set up absolute or uniform 

standards of performance. We often judge improvement in performance a 

sufficient justification for the extension of IDA credits even though per

formance is far short of ideal or of that in some other comparable countries. 

While determinations concerning the size and terms of external capital 

assistance are made primarily in connection with individual count~ cases, 

the Bank also pays continuing attention to the global capital movements 

between tne developed and less developed countries and to the total 

development of external indebtedness in relation to international trade. 

Our work on international capital movements and external debt is particu

larly relevant to a detennination of the aggregate requirement for "soft" 

loans. Since the capital of IDA which provides these soft loans must be 

periodically replenished by new capital subscriptions, this work is of 

considerable importance. 

Other Terms of Assistance 

There is one other aspect of the terms of assistance that ha~ 

received some stuqy, This relates to the considerations that should govern 
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the decision on the proportion of a project's total costs which we 

should finance. For the Bank the paramount consideration has always been 

the foreign exchange cost of the project, because the Bank 1 s charter 

stipulates that, save in nexceptional circumstances", only the procure

ment of goods and services outside the borrowing country should be financed. 

However, the charter of IDA permits greater flexibility, and even in the 

case of the Bank we uncover "exceptionaln circumstances with increasing 

frequency. In many cases it is no easy task to determine to what extent a 

count~ receiving financial assistance for a project should match this with 

its' own resources. Among the factors relevant to this determination are 

the total public savings ngap", the extent to which available domestic 

resources are transferable, the portion of the investment program that is 

likely to receive little or no external financing and the matching require

ments of an assortment of other institutions or governments which are also 

providing financing. 

C. Project Analysis 

I now come to the Bank 1 s work on project appraisal which is done by 

our Technical Operations Dep~rtment. This has its technical, economic, 

financial and organizational aspects. The economist, of course, always 

tends to stress the economic analysis, but in the Bank the other aspects 

of project evaluation tend to receive as much, if not more, attention. 

As the result of experience the economic analysis of projects has 

considerably improved. Yet we are still confronted with serious diffi

culties. The most important one relates to the divergence between market 

prices and real costs or benefits to the economy. Most of us recognize 

that market prices provide imperfect yardsticks for measuring costs and 

benefits. We have taken cognizance of the theoretical desirability of 
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using "shadow" or "accounting11 prices. In practice we have also recog

nized that the opportunity cost of labor in many less developed countries 

is considerably below the prevailing wage or that the opportunity cost of 

capital is higher than, for example, the controlled rate of interest at 

which the government borrows. Thus we have attributed little or no extra 

real cost to additional use of family labor in the evaluation of agricul

tural projects. Similarly, in examining the choice between more and less 

capital-intensive techniques as in the case of the hydro-thermal power 

alternative we have frequently assumed higher interest rates than those 

prevailing. 

The Shadow Price of Capital 

vJe are, however, still baffled in many respects by the complexity 

of the problem of pricing inputs and outputs. Recently we had a paper on 

the cost of capital prepared. The paper considered various methods of 

determining this cost. It examined, for example, the interest rate structure 

of a number of the less developed countries to see whether one could find a 

rate which might be considered as approximating a "free market" or equili

brium rate and which would be devoid of any compensation for risk and entre

preneurial initiative and for future loss in the value of money. It also 

dealt with various formulae for the calculation of shadow rates of interest, 

particularly that developed by R. M. Solow and applied to India by s. 

Chakravarty. The first of these approaches might be regarded as the least 

sophisticated and in effect depended on the correctness of one's "hunch11 

that one interest rate was better than another. The Solow formula was 

more sophisticated, but its use in practice was also found open to serious 

objections. For one thing, it requires national accounts data which are 

frequently not available such as statistics on the proportion of profit and 
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property income saved, proportion of wage income saved and the proportion 

of profit and property income to total national income. Secondly, it 

assumes static relationships in the economy, such as production functions 

that are linear and homogenous, not changing over tune, constancy of 

savings coefficients, etc. Thirdly, the national accounts data used in the 

formula should really themselves be calculated at shadow prices. The last 

comment typifies, perhaps, the dilemma that we face when we try to replace 

market prices; in principle, we are then confronted with the need to devise 

a completely new price structure. 

We have struggled particularly with the cost of capital because we 

wanted to devise a yardstick, expressed in terms of a minimum return to 

capital, by which the acceptability of projects could be judged. This has 

seemed all the more important because projects come to us generally one at 

a time. We are unable at any one time to compare the merits of a whole 

range of projects. Faced with the need for setting a minimum rate of return, 

we have at times exercised our judgment in raising the rate above the pre

vailing level, but in the last analysis we do not know the limits to which 

such an adjustment can be pressed. 

Time Path of Benefits 

Another important factor in project analysis is the determination 

of the time path of costs and benefits. In part this is dependent on proper 

market analysis, showing how demand for the goods or services to be produced 

is likely to develop. But in many cases the rapidity with which the 

"capacity" becomes fully utilized and the benefits accordingly accrue will 

be determined by institutional factors. In agricultural projects, for 

ex~1ple, it may well depend significantly on the effectiveness with which 

the government organizes or induces farmers to make essential adjustments 
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in cropping patterns or methods of cultivation and to car~ out measures 

such as the digging of field channels which are indispensable to the 

realization of irrigation benefits. Similarly, the determination of the 

extent and timing of benefits from industrial projects requires judgments 

regarding the development of the efficiency of management and labor. Judg

ments of this type made in the Bank are conditioned by experience. It is 

quite possible that a more systematic evaluation of relevant experience 

would contribute to better judgments in this sphere. 

~er Aspects of Project Analysis 

The difficulties still encountered in the economic analysis of 

projects have not made us despair. In coping with the other aspects of 

project analysis we have in fact often indirectly contributed to a more 

efficient use of economic resources. The technical analysis, for example, 

has freque~tly resulted in substantial revisions in investment costs which 

tend to be chronically underestimated and in the consideration of alter

natives which had previously been ignored. The financial analysis has 

often produced a realization of certain problems relating to financing 

~Jhich had previously been overlooked. Above all, it has produced more 

sensible policies and practices in the pricing of goods and services pro

duced by a project or enterprise. As far as possible we insist that a 

revenue producing project should produce revenues considerably in excess 

of its expenditures. We may be guilty of some fairly arbitrary judgments 

as to how much this "excess"· should be, but our insistence on more adequate 

pricing has had a salutary effect on public savings& The inadequacy of 

public savings is a constant problem; and particularly with the progres

sively larger role played by public enterprise, it is important, in our 

opinion, tp at 11 corporate savings" in the public sector should gradually 

. ' 
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play the same role in financing public investment as this same type of 

savings in the private sector already does in financing private investment. 

About the analysis of the organizational and management aspects of 

projects I need say ver.y little. I only wish to stress that in our ex

perience the benefits of a project are significantly affected by the atten

tion which these aspects are given both while the project is being completed 

and after it has become "operational 11 • 

D. Other Research Work 

Among the other types of research done by the Bank is our work on 

commodities. We maintain a small staff which makes projections of demand, 

supply and prices of the principal commodities entering international trade. 

This work is done primarily to assist the analysts working on individual 

countries in making their projections of economic growth and export earn

ings. Occasionally it is done in connection with the evaluation of specific 

investment projects. Some reports have also been prepared as a service to 

other institutions. Thus we have done a study on 11The Financing of Coffee 

in Producing Countries" for the Coffee Study Group; and we have just embarked 

on an analyGis of the market prospects for extra-long staple cotton at the 

request of The International Cotton Advisory Committee. 

Most of the commodity analysis work is concentrated on raw materials, 

but it has been extended also to a number of industrial products. For 

example, we have recently completed a study on methods of projecting demand 

for steel which we hope will be useful either in forecasting import require

ments or in judging whether one of the pre-conditions for an investment in 

steel-making exists. 

Other research is done in the field of public finance and financial 

institutiops. We have started some work, for example, on taxation with 
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particular reference to the problems encountered in the less developed 

countries. Some studies, generally descriptive in character, have been 

made on the capital markets of a number of countries. With reference to 

particular financial institutions, we have examined the increasingly 

important role which social insurance is playing in Latin American countries 

in the mobilization and use of savings. 

Finally~ I should mention the research that has been the outg~owth 

of the training activities of the Bank's Economic Development Institute. 

As an indirect byproduct of the Seminars conducted by this Institute we 

have published monographs on industrial development banks, many of which 

have been established with the Bank's assistance, and on the planning ex

perience of several countries including Morocco and Yugoslavia. 

E. Concluding Remarks 

I have construed my m~~date to discuss the research work of the 

Bank quite broadly. I have utilized it particularly as an opportunity to 

tell you of some of the problems with which we in the Bank are grappling. 

Many of these problems are quite challenging. I for one would like to see 

more collaboration between economists in the academic field and those in 

the Bank for the purpose of advancing their solution. There has been far 

too deep a gulf between the so-called "operational" economists and the 

"academic" economists. Both have tended to be rather contemptuous of each 

other. The former accuses the latter of being impractical and unrealistic, 

ru1d the latter frequently sneers at the former for his alleged lack of 

sophistication. There is an element of justification in the attitude of 

each, but I am sure that both have much to learn from each other. I am 

certainly anxious to explore any suggestion for fruitful collaboration • 

. .. 
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Introductory Remarks 

In addressing myself to this subject, I face two difficulties. One 
of these is psychological. As some one who has long been identified 
with an international financial institution devoted to development, 
I am acutely conscious of the fact that the availability of financial 
means is often not the crucial element in the fostering of develop
ment. Admittedly it is an essential condition, but only if certain 
other prerequisites exist. Among these are enterprise, managerial 
and technical skills, and markets. Industry cannot develop unless 
there are entrepreneurs capable of taking initiative and accepting 
responsibility, willing to take risks and endowed with the imagina
tion to see investment opportunities. And the entrepreneurs must 
have the necessary managerial skills, the capacity to combine 
effectively the factors of production, to make investment decisions, 
to train and manage labor, to purchase raw materials and to 
market the finished products, all in such a way as to realize profits. 
Technical skills are no less vital, though they can perhaps be 
more readily acquired through training or even to some extent 
imported. The availability of adequate markets is particularly 
important to industrial development, for in many parts of the 
world the existence of small markets in terms of population or 
purchasing power is a serious obstacle to the promotion of a wide 
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range of industries, many of which are dependent on economies 
of scale. But, though these non-financial factors are important, 
I shall resist the temptation to dwell on them at length. From time 
to time, however, I shall revert to them throughout this lecture. 

The second difficulty of which I spoke is that of limitations of 
data. The information on the international flow of resources is 
by no means as tidy and complete as one should wish. Various 
international agencies-the United Nations, the International 
Monetary Fund and the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development-have done extremely useful work in marshalling 
the data on this subject, but they have largely been unable to 
remedy the deficiencies in the information supplied by individual 
capital exporting countries. In many cases it is impossible to 
break down capital exports by geographic destination or by 
purpose. I am accordingly unable to give you any reliable estimates 
of the total international flow of capital going into industrial 
development or complete information on the areas or countries 
to which such industrial capital has been directed. 

In discussing international financing of industry I shall distinguish 
between the various sources of finance, namely private sources, 
public funds channeled through individual governments or govern
ment institutions, and funds made available through international 
or inter-governmental institutions. I shall then discuss the role 
of development banks or corporations in the capital importing 
countries as intermediaries for the investment of external capital. 
Finally, I shall give some consideration to the issue of financing 
public as distinct from private investment in industry. 

I might add that throughout this lecture I shall generally use the 
word "industry" in the restrictive sense of manufacturing industry, 
thus excluding the extractive industries and the processing facilities, 
such as refining, that are intimately associated with the latter. 

Private Investment 

Private direct investment is still by far the most important 
source for the international financing of industrial development. 
During the four-year period 1958-1961, U.S. and U.K. direct 
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private investment in manufacturing industries abroad totaled no 
less than $5,090 million, or an average of $1,272 million per year. 
For other major capital exporting countries such as France, 
Germany, Netherlands, Italy and Japan, there are no precise 
data on the volume of direct private investment in manufacturing 
industries abroad, but they probably bring the total annual average 
to around $1,500 million per year. 

Several characteristics of this type of private investment abroad 
are worth noting. The first is that investment in manufacturing 
accounts for substantially less than half of total private foreign 
investment. For the U.S. the proportion for the period indicated 
is 38 per cent. For the U.K. it was probably only about 20 per 
cent in 1960 and 1961, after due allowance is made for estimated 
foreign investment in the petroleum industry which is not normally 
included in the U.K. figures for overseas private investment. Of 
German direct private investment abroad the proportion going 
into manufacturing is probably not far different from that of the 
U.S., while for French direct investment the proportion may be 
closer to that of the U.K. 

This characteristic reflects the concentration of private invest
ment on the development of the extractive industries, particularly 
of petroleum and petroleum refining, but to some extent also of 
mining and smelting. Investment in these industries has been 
especially important in the case of the U.S., U.K., France and 
The Netherlands. The extractive industries are by their very 
nature international in scope and therefore attract a large amount 
of private capital. 

The second notable feature of direct private foreign investment 
is the large proportion going into the manufacturing industries 
of the developed countries. Business firms of the industrialized, 
capital-exporting countries tend to invest above all in the manu
facturing industries of other developed countries. In the period 
1958-1961, for example, only about one-sixth of the total U.S. 
direct investment in manufacturing abroad has been in under
developed countries. For the U.K. the proportion is somewhat 
higher, but still probably not more than 25 to 30 per cent. 
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This tendency of the developed, industrialized countries to 

invest in each other's manufacturing industries is natural. Business
men are attracted by the high and growing purchasing power 
in such countries. They can do business there under conditions 
which are familiar to them. They have greater confidence in the 
political and economic stability of these countries and in the 
prospect that their investments will be fairly treated. They can 
rely on a good reservoir of skilled labor and technicians. On the 
other hand, in the less developed countries the market for manu
factures is often small. For instance, The Netherlands, with a 
population of 11.5 million, enjoys a national income around 50 per 
cent greater than that of Pakistan, a country of 94 million people; 
and the market for manufactures in The Netherlands is even 
greater than this proportion suggests, for with the low level of 
living prevailing in Pakistan a much smaller percentage of total 
national income goes into the purchase of manufactures. In the 
underdeveloped countries foreign businessmen also encounter 
greater difficulties in terms of unfamiliar institutions and customs, 
the lack of an adequately schooled labor force and political 
conditions which are often unstable and uncertain. It is therefore 
no wonder that 81 per cent of the net increase in U.S. manu
facturing investment abroad during 1960 and 1961 took place in 
Canada and Europe. The expanding European market has been 
particularly attractive to U.S. businessmen; from 1950 to the end 
of 1961 the value of total U.S. direct investment in Europe 
quadrupled as compared with a tripling of the value of total U.S. 
direct investment abroad. 

Yet the actual and potential contribution of direct private foreign 
investment to the manufacturing industries of the less developed 
countries should not be underestimated. It contributes not simply 
capital, but also the even more vital elements of enterprise, 
management and training. By providing competition foreign 
business often acts as a spur to the efficiency of indigenous business 
undertakings and counters the inclination of the latter to resort 
to monopolistic practices. For these reasons the governments of 
many underdeveloped countries try to encourage private foreign 
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investment through tax concessions, provisions for compensation 
in the event of nationalization and guarantees for the transfer 
of profits and the repatriation of capital. However, even such 
governments often have reservations. They fear that foreign 
business may become too dominant and may impair the prospects 
for more rapid development of indigenous enterprise. For this 
reason they generally prefer partnership arrangements with domestic 
business. Not unnaturally they also tend to insist that foreign 
companies accelerate the training of native personnel and curtail 
the number of foreigners employed. Quite a few governments are 
inimical to private foreign investment either because they look 
upon it as a form of neocolonialism, or because they prefer 
socialism to capitalism. 

The governments of many developed countries have been anxious 
to direct more private investment to the underdeveloped parts 
of the world. Their efforts have been directed to the creation of 
conditions more conducive to such investment and to the develop
ment of guarantees to cover such non-commercial risks as war 
and civil commotion, nationalization and confiscation and non
transferability of earnings. A number of countries such as the 
U.S., Germany, and Japan have adopted investment guaranty 
programs for the overseas investments of their nationals and have 
supplemented these by concluding so-called investment treaties 
with governments of the less developed countries. In recent years 
many suggestions have been made for the institution of a multi
lateral investment guaranty system which some of the proponents 
believe would best be administered by the World Bank. Such a 
multilateral program, it is held, would be more comprehensive 
in its coverage, overcome the difficulties which many of the smaller 
investing countries have in devising their own national programs 
and be more attractive to the less developed countries. At the 
request of the Development Assistance Committee of the OECD, the 
World Bank last year submitted a report on Multilateral Investment 
Insurance without, however, taking a position on its adyisability. 

I shall not attempt here to make a comprehensive analysis of the 
merits and demerits of multilateral investment insurance. In any 
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event prospects for its early adoption are probably not very great. 
There is little doubt that the availability of investment guarantees 
does provide some stimulus to private foreign investment even 
though questionnaires addressed to investors indicate that in 
many cases guarantees may not be crucial to investment decisions 
but simply afford an additional element of protection for invest
ments that would still be made without them. Fears have been 
expressed that the generalization of investment guarantees might 
even be a disincentive to the better treatment of foreign private 
investment unless it is accompanied by some sort of investment 
code to which the less developed countries would subscribe, or 
unless some discrimination is exercised in the extension of guarantees 
as between countries which make an effort to create conditions 
favorable to private foreign capital and those which fail to provide 
the minimum protection desired. Moreover, one important deficiency 
of investment guarantees is the difficulty of protecting investments 
against measures which are sometimes styled as "creeping ex
propriation". These include government measures in the field of 
taxation, price or profit control, labor policy, foreign exchange 
allocation for imports of vital raw materials and spare parts and 
the like, all of which may in their cumulative impact greatly 
diminish or even eliminate the profitability of a venture without 
formally depriving the investor of his property. It is often the 
fear of such measures which deters investment. 

Private Export Credits 

This discussion of private foreign investment cannot be terminated 
without some reference to export financing which is usually 
facilitated by guarantees or insurance provided by public or quasi
public institutions. Exact estimates of the amount of such export 
credits accorded by private banking institutions are not available, 
but in recent years the gross volume has probably been around 
$1 billion. The bulk is provided by banks in the U.K., Germany, 
France and, more recently, in the United States. Well over half 
of these credits are apparently extended on exports to the less 
developed countries. It is impossible to determine how large a 
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part is devoted to financing industrial development. The proportion 
is probably not very large considering the fact that a substantial 
amount finances exports of consumer goods, raw materials and 
spares or equipment destined for non-industrial undertakings in 
the importing countries. 

While it is only natural that industrialized countries should seek 
to promote their sales by export credits, there is little doubt that 
private export credits have some undesirable features. One is 
their relatively short maturity, stemming from the obvious 
reluctance of most ordinary banks to make long-term commit
ments. The Berne Union of export credit insurance organizations 
has generally insisted on a limit of five years, extended to seven 
in some cases. In recent years there has been a tendency to 
lengthen the terms, primarily by arrangements under which public 
institutions or consortia of insurance companies and investment 
banks have agreed to take longer maturities supplementing those 
which regular banks are prepared to accept. From the standpoint 
of the debtors, however, the maturities appear to be still too short. 
But more serious drawbacks are the ease with which such credits 
can be contracted and their use in a number of cases to finance 
ill-considered ventures. The anxiety of exporters to sell, combined 
with the readiness in the less developed countries to borrow, 
often leads to a rather rapid and reckless pyramiding of debt 
in such a· way that refinancing of payment obligations becomes 
necessary from time to time. This is particularly true in the case 
of debtor countries which find it difficult to meet the more stringent 
requirements of investment banking institutions such as the World 
Bank and are therefore tempted to resort to the easy expedient 
of contracting export credits. In the extension of such credits no 
attempt is usually made to screen the soundness of the ventures 
for which the plant and equipment is bought. The rule of caveat 
emptor is supposed to apply in such export sales on credit, but 
this practice not infrequently results in the carrying out of projects of 
doubtful technical or economic soundness. On the other hand, invest
ment banking institutions which provide loans for development usu
ally examine carefully the project for which the financing is sought. 
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Bilateral Government Financing 

I now come to the role played by individual governments and 
government institutions in providing capital for industrial develop
ment abroad. I should emphasize at the outset that such government 
financing has been primarily directed to public infrastructure 
development such as transport and communications, power, 
irrigation and agriculture, and, to some extent, housing, public 
health and education. A portion, however, has been used for 
financing industrial enterprise both in the public and private 
sector. 

In absolute and probably also in relative terms the United States 
has made the largest contribution of public funds to industrial 
enterprise in the less developed countries. Two institutions have 
been active in this field-the Export-Import Bank and the Develop
ment Loan Fund. In the three fiscal years of 1960 to 1962, the 
Export-Import Banks made loans or credits available for industrial 
purposes amounting to $493 million or an average of $164 million 
a year. Through the five fiscal years 1958 to 1962, the Development 
Loan Fund made loans for individual industrial projects totaling 
$369 million or almost $74 million a year. In addition, $184 million 
in loans were made available, primarily for industry, to develop
ment banks in the less developed countries. Finally, the U.S. 
has made a considerable volume of loans and even grants available 
for the importation of industrial raw materials and equipment by 
the less developed countries. Such assistance has often been 
instrumental in overcoming bottlenecks to the fuller utilization 
of industrial capacity which stem from the shortage of foreign 
exchange for imports of vital spares and raw materials. 

Unfortunately there is little readily available information on the 
allocation by purpose of development aid provided by other 
countries such as France, the U.K., Germany and the Communist 
nations. With the possible exception of aid provided by the 
Communist countries, I believe that only a small proportion is 
used for the direct financing of industrial projects. Both the U.K. 
and Germany have, however, often provided credit lines which 
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have been employed to purchase industrial plant and equipment. 
It is well known that the U.K., Germany and the Soviet Union 
have each financed a major steel plant in the public sector in 
India. The Communist Bloc countries have also done considerable 
financing of industrial development in such countries as the U.A.R., 
Indonesia, Iraq and others. 

Multilateral Financing 

1. The Inter-American Development Bank 

International institutions have played an important role in 
financing industrial development. I shall first deal with a regional 
development bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, which 
was established in 1960. This has made loans for industrial purposes 
both out of its own ordinary capital and out of the "Fund for 
Special Operations" which was created to finance projects on 
somewhat more flexible terms than are possible in the employment 
of ordinary capital. 

In 1961 and 1962 the Bank made 20 loans to private industrial 
enterprises in a total amount of $49,067,206. Although two of 
these loans were made from the Fund for Special Operations, all 
loans carried an interest rate of 5% per cent. The length of loans 
varies with the nature of the investment, ranging from 6 to 15 years, 
with the majority about 12 years. Periods of grace also vary 
from 1 Y2 to 3 years, again depending on the nature of the project. 
Unlike the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank 
can finance private enterprise without a government guaranty. 

The pulp and paper, cement, chemical, automotive and agri
cultural processing industries have been the principal beneficiaries 
of these loans. About 75 per cent of this lending has been con
centrated in Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. 

The Bank has also made funds available for relending through 
local intermediaries. Seven such loans have been extended from 
its ordinary capital, three totaling about $4 million for purely 
industrial purposes and four to a total of $28.5 million for financing 
agricultural, livestock and fishery as well as industrial undertakings. 
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Most of these loans are for 12 years and all are at an interest 
rate of5% per cent. In addition, the Fund for Special Operations has 
been tapped for 5 loans totaling $35 million to credit intermediaries 
which are engaged in financing both agricultural and industrial 
enterprises. All but one of these are at concessional interest rates 
of 4 or 4 Y2 per cent, apparently because it is believed that the nature 
of the undertakings financed will not permit the charging of 
commercial interest rates. 

One of the interesting features which distinguishes the financing 
of the Inter-American Development Bank from that of the World 
Bank is the utilization of its capital subscriptions in local currencies 
for lending. Six of its loans to private industrial enterprises and 
7 of its loans to intermediary institutions have had a local currency 
component amounting altogether to the equivalent of about 
$10.3 million. 

2. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and 
the International Development Association 

The World Bank and its affiliate, the International Development 
Association have concentrated primarily on the financing of the 
infrastructure investments in their member countries. Since the 
Bank opened its doors in June 1946, it has made loans totaling 
$698 million directly for industrial projects and, additionally, loans 
to development banks engaged in financing industry amounting to 
$225.4 million. While these sums together amount to less than 13 per 
cent ofthe total development loans extended by the Bank, they none
theless represent a substantial contribution to industrial develop
ment. Over 60 per cent of the direct industrial loans have gone to 
expand the steel industries in Japan, India and Colombia. The 
paper and pulp industry, particularly in Finland, and the fertiliser 
and chemical industries have been other important beneficiaries of 
Bank lending. The balance has gone to a varied range of 
industries. 

In recent years there has been a marked shift from the direct 
financing of industrial projects to the provision of financing through 
the intermediary of local development banks. In the last four years 
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ended June 30, 1963, the annual volume of bank loans to individual 
industrial enterprises averaged $35.5 million per year, while the 
average amount of Bank lending to development banks rose to 
$ 44 million. I shall revert later to the increasingly important role 
of development banks. Suffice it to say here that direct Bank 
financing of industry has been handicapped both by the smallness 
of most industrial enterprises in the less developed countries and by 
the requirement, under the Bank Charter, that loans to private 
enterprise can only be made with a government guaranty. Some 
governments dislike to provide such a guaranty on the ground that 
it forces them to discriminate among business enterprises; and some 
private undertakings undoubtedly are reluctant to ask for a govern
ment guaranty for fear that it may open the way to government 
interference in their business. 

The International Development Association, which was estab
lished to provide financing on specially lenient terms for countries 
which due to no fault of their own are unable to serve an adequate 
amount of borrowing on commercial terms, has so far made only 
two credits for industrial development-one of $10 million for the 
China Development Corporation of Taiwan and one of $6.5 million 
for an interesting venture involving the establishment of estates for 
small industries in Pakistan. It should perhaps be noted that when
ever IDA credits benefit private enterprise we insist that the latter 
does not get the benefit of the very lenient IDA terms. Thus the 
credit for the China Development Corporation was actually made 
to the government which re-lent the amount to the Corporation at 
the rate of interest prevailing in Taiwan and on much shorter 
maturities. In general we see no reason why the viability of private 
enterprise should not be tested by its ability to pay a commercial 
rate of interest on its borrowing. 

As in the case of the Inter-American Development Bank, the 
maturity and the period of grace of World Bank loans for industrial 
projects has varied rather widely in accordance with the nature of 
the investment and the enterprise. Interest rates, conditioned by 
the rate at which the Bank itself can borrow, have fluctuated from 
5 Y2 to 6 per cent ip. recent years. 
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3. The International Finance Corporation 

In 1956 the International Finance Corporation, a sister institution 
of the World Bank, was founded for the special task of promoting 
private industrial enterprise. It was designed to have greater 
flexibility in this field than the Bank, since it could make investments 
without government guaranty and in forms other than simple loans. 
It was expected to act as a catalyst in bringing together capital 
management, as well as local private and foreign private 

capital. 
At the end of June 1963, 73 countries were members of IFC and 

had paid in $89,198,000 out of a total authorized capital of 
$100,000,000 all of which is in US dollars. By mid-1963 it had 
made investment commitments, less cancellations and terminations, 
of $74.7 million in addition to standby and underwriting commit
ments totaling a little over $8 million. After allowing for investments 
not yet effective, sales, repayments, and the acquisition of under
writing and standby commitments by others, the IFC's total 
investment commitments stood at $54.9 million, including about 
$3.7 million in outstanding standby or underwriting obligations. 
It had disbursed nearly $60.9 million, but in view of repayments 
and sales out of portfolio, it still had $55.8 million in uncommitted 
funds. It is noteworthy that almost two-thirds of the IFC's commit
ments have been made in Latin America-a testimony to the vig
orous growth of private enterprise in these countries. 

In the initial years, IFC's operations were somewhat handicapped 
by its inability to make straight investments in equity or share 
capital. It could ask for stock options as part of the conditions of 
its lending or could invest in convertible debentures, but under 
conditions which enabled only those which bought such investments 
from IFC to exercise the stock option or the right of conversion. 
This disability made for complex financing arrangements which 
were not readily accepted in some countries. Moreover, it prevented 
IFC from engaging in the vital business of underwriting share 
issues. In 1961 an amendment to the Charter fortunately removed 
this disability. The IFC promptly took advantage of this new power 
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by entering into standby and underwriting commitments totaling 
about $8 million in the last two years; and this was instrumental in 
raising total new IFC commitments to $20.3 million and $18.0 
million in the fiscal years 1962 and 1963 respectively. 

To some the operations of IFC have been disappointing. It must 
be remembered, however, that a vast amount of energy and time 
is involved in corporate financing. Since IFC had made no less than 
59 commitments by mid-1963, it will be seen that the average size 
of the commitment was rather small. Individual commitments 
have ranged from as little as $160,000 to a little over $4 million, 
with the majority actually falling below $1 million. Yet in virtually 
every case the IFC, unlike the Bank, had to concern itself with the 
intricate details of corporate financing, to bring the various 
interested parties together and even, in many cases, to assist in 
getting proper management of enterprises. Since it could not rely 
on government guarantees, the IFC was obliged to exercise extra 
care in screening all investment proposals. There is now some 
tendency toward increasing the size of individual investments-a 
tendency which is facilitated by the growing number of local 
development banks or finance corporations which can take care of 
the financing of smaller industrial enterprises; and this may help 
the IFC in the future to step up the aggregate amount of its 
investments. 

It must be noted also that the amount of IFC investments is by 
no means an adequate reflection of its contribution to industrial 
development. In quite a few cases the IFC has assisted sponsors in 
working out attractive industrial ventures which subsequently could 
be entirely or almost entirely financed without IFC participation. 
This is quite in accordance with IFC's role as an investor of last 
resort. Even more important, IFC participation often brings much 
larger amounts of capital from other sources. To cite an instance, 
an IFC subscription of $3,050,000 in convertible debentures put 
the vital capstone on financing arrangements which enabled a $80 
million petrochemical complex in Argentina to get started. Similarly 
an IFC commitment of $2 million permitted a Colombian textile 
concern to complete a $13 million modernization and expansion 
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program; and IFC actually ended up by retaining only $275,000 
of this commitment, for four American and two European banks 
took over the balance. Last year, too, the IFC organized a syndicate 
to underwrite a share issue of about $3 million and to buy outright 
a little over $1 million in shares as a vital contribution to an 
expansion program of the second largest Mexican steel company. 
Subsequently, IFC was able to liquidate virtually all of its shares 
and underwriting commitments to other investors. As confidence 
in the IFC has grown, the IFC has been able increasingly to act as 
a catalyst in attracting other private capital for industrial investment 
abroad. It is also enabled to sell off more of its investments, thus 
fulfilling the original expectation of gradually turning over its 
capital. Thus in the last fiscal year IFC managed to sell $6.7 million 
of its investment portfolio, raising the cumulative total of sales 

to $16.9 million. 
The methods and terms of IFC financing vary considerably 

according to the circumstances. Its investments never take the form 
of simple, straight loans, partly because there are other sources of 
loan capital and partly because a "mixed" type of financing is 
considered more appropriate. Loans carrying a fixed interest rate 
of 7 per cent, for instance, have often been accompanied by options 
to purchase shares or entitlements to receive additional interest 
contingent on profits or sales turnover. More recently combined 
equity and loan financing has tended to become the prevailing 
pattern. As already indicated, underwriting or standby commit
ments have become a prominent feature of financing in the last 

few years. 
It would be surprising if all of the industrial ventures assisted by 

IFC had been uniformly successful. On the whole, however, only 
a few have run into serious difficulties and these have affected only 
a very small percentage of IFC's total investments. In only one case 
has a partial loss been sustained; and in a few other cases some 
refinancing and reorganization has been necessary. It is perhaps 
inevitable that IFC incur some losses in pioneering risk-taking 
investments; and some critics might even hold that the record 
shows that IFC has not taken sufficient risks. 
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The Role of Intermediaries 

In recent years the IFC has demonstrated a keen interest in 
participating, in various countries, in the capitalization of develop
ment banks or finance corporations through which a growing 
volume of industrial financing is taking place. This complements 
the work of the World Bank which has for many years been 
extremely active in organizing and financing such institutions. 
Since IFC has a paramount interest in the development of private 
enterprise, it has now assumed primary responsibility, both for 
itself and the Bank, for promoting and handling the relations with 
these local financial institutions. Up to mid-1963, the Bank, IDA 
and IFC had together made available financial resources amounting 
to $239.9 million to 12 different development banks for reinvest
ment. Of this sum $123.3 million had been credited for approved 
projects and $95.4 million had been disbursed. Since these sums 
are in addition to the equity and loan funds raised by these insti
tutions from other sources, it is evident that the total volume of 
business is assuming considerable proportions. One of the more 
prominent of these corporations, the Industrial Credit and Invest
ment Corporation of India, has made loans and equity investments 
and undertaken underwriting operations to an equivalent of $127.2 
million by the end of 1962. 

The Bank, and now the IFC, have not restricted themselves to 
financing these institutions. We have played a prominent role in 
establishing eight of them and in reorganizing two others in order 
to make them more effective. This promotional and organizational 
task has several aspects. An investigation must be made to deter
mine whether the prospective volume of business of the institution 
is large enough to warrant the expectation that it can operate 
profitably. Local business interest must be found to act as sponsors 
and pledge subscriptions to the initial share capital. Similarly, 
foreign business interests such as banks, insurance companies and 
other corporations operating in the country or interested in its 
development must be prevailed upon to participate in the equity 
financing. In this connection it is important to bring foreign and 
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domestic private investors into partnership, but under conditions 
that will give domestic stockholders a majority interest. Then the 
institution's charter must be worked out and it must be incorporated 
either by a special legislative act or, preferably, under the provisions 
of general company law. Finally, it is of course essential to obtain 
the active cooperation of the government in establishing the bank 
or corporation and in providing financial support. The latter has 
generally been obtained in the form of a long-term, non-interest or 
low-interest bearing advance tantamount to equity capital which is 
necessary to enable the institution to earn profits on its share capital. 

We have insisted that these development banks or finance 
corporations be basically privately owned and managed even though 
governments or public institutions occasionally hold minority 
interests. We believe such private ownership and management is 
important for corporations dedicated to the promotion of private 
enterprise. It helps to insure greater flexibility and efficiency in 
management and independence of political considerations in 
making investment decisions. This does not mean, of course, that 
these institutions disregard government development plans and 
policies in their operations. They function within the industrial 
policy framework set by the government. The Pakistan Industrial 
Credit and Investment Corporation, for example, can operate 
without government approval in financing investments in a fairly 
wide range of industries which the government has determined to 
be of high priority, but in other cases the consent of the government 
to the individual investment must be obtained. 

Because investment banks or corporations are seldom likely to 
earn significant profits in the early years, it is sometimes difficult to 
obtain sufficient domestic capital subscriptions. In such cases the 
willingness and ability of the IFC to take a portion of the equity 
come in good stead. Governments which are naturally reluctant 
to have private foreign shareholders control the financing corpo
ration are usually willing to consider the IFC-held equity a 
"domestic" holding on condition that the IFC is ready to sell it 
ultimately to domestic interests as and when these are attracted by 
the profitability of the institution. 
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These development banks and corporations are today financing 
a large number of industrial ventures which owing to their size and 
number could not expect to have direct access to foreign credit. 
They not only provide financial assistance in various forms, but a 
number of them have made important contributions to the vital 
development of a capital market by engaging in underwriting 
operations. As their staffs of financial and investment analysts 
acquire increasing competence and experience, they are also 
performing important services in examining the technical and 
economic soundness of projects and in uncovering new investment 
opportunities. In this connection it might be pointed out that the 
Bank has frequently assisted in getting appropriate management 
and setting up training facilities for these institutions. 

It must be admitted that the financing provided by these banks 
and corporations is not cheap. Requirements for sufficient income 
to cover the cost of foreign borrowing and operating expenses as 
well as reserves and dividends make the charges for their financial 
services often rather high. In a sense, however, this may be con
sidered an advantage rather than a drawback, for in a developing 
country where capital is scarce it is by and large unwise to finance 
enterprises which cannot earn a high return on the capital invested. 

A few observations should be made about the terms on which 
the World Bank has made loans to such financing institutions. 
These loans are in effect credit lines against which specific amounts 
can be drawn as and when projects are approved. The Bank usually 
reserves the final right of approval for specific investments above a 
minimum size, and it has been our experience that this helps the local 
financing institution in developing appropriate criteria for screening 
projects. We gradually relax this type of control, however, as the 
institution gains experience. Bank loans have generally been for 
periods of 10 to 15 years and at the interest rate prevailing at the 
time the loans are made. In a number of recent cases, however, the 
interest rate has been left undetermined and is fixed only when 
an amount is credited out of the loan for a particular project. A 
similar arrangement is in such cases usually made with respect to 
amortization. Such loans thus carry amortization schedules and 
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interest rates which may vary with the type and timing of the 
individual projects financed from them. It should be noted finally 
that World Bank loans to these development institutions have in 
many cases been supplemented to an important extent by other 
foreign credits, particularly those extended by the U. S. Develop-

ment Loan Fund. 

The Issue of Private vs. Public Enterprise 

The accent throughout this paper has been on the financing of 
private as distinct from government industrial enterprise. The 
World Bank has so far declined to finance government ventures in 
the manufacturing field and has insisted, as already indicated, on 
private ownership and management of the finance corporations it 
has assisted. Most Western governments which aid developing 
countries also attach paramount importance to the stimulation of 
private enterprise, although, except for the United States, they 
are less rigorous in excluding assistance to public industrial under
takings. As far as the Bank is concerned, this is not really an 
ideological issue. It does not deny that there are cases where govern
ment or public enterprise may be successful or may perform useful 
pioneering work in vital industries which private entrepreneurs may 
be as yet unprepared to develop owing to the large amount of 
capital required or the unusual risks involved. But the Bank is 
convinced that by and large private enterprise is the most practical, 
efficient and rapid way of developing manufacturing industries. 

The reasons for this conviction are many. Governments, with 
their cumbersome and time-consuming methods of reaching 
decisions, are generally iii-equipped to make the many day-to-day 
and even hour-to-hour decisions that a business enterprise oper
ating in the market must make. Even where there is considerable 
delegation of powers to a public corporation, vital decisions are 
often reserved to the government and the danger of political 
interference is ever present. Public enterprises are usually under 
pressure to lower their prices and raise wages and fringe benefits in 
such a way that their ability to generate necessary savings for 
expansion is impaired. On the other hand, private business tends 
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to maximize profits and to "plough back" a large portion of these 
as savings for the further development of the business or the 
launching of new ventures. Above all, if the energies of the people 
of any country are to be fully mobilized for the task of development, 
it is important that actual or latent individual capacities for initiative 
and enterprise be given scope to develop the private sector. In a 
sense private enterprise is a means for decentralizing and dissem
inating responsibility for development more widely. In most of the 
less developed countries, governments are deficient in experience 
and in organizational and technical skills. They are already over
burdened with tasks which the private sector is unable or ill-suited 
to assume, including, apart from normal government functions, 
far-reaching responsibilities for the development of power, transport 
and communications, social services, irrigation and other facilities 

. for agriculture. On the other hand, there are in most countries 
energetic people who do not fit readily into the government mold 
and who relish the responsibility of initiating their own enterprises, 
prompted by motives of profit, power or creativity. It is important 
that this actual or latent talent be fully utilized in the development 
process. 

Experience has amply demonstrated that wherever a vigorous 
private sector has developed, as in most of Latin America and in 
such Asiatic countries as India and Pakistan, economic progress is 
accelerated. To be sure there is little evidence of private enterprise 
in industry in some countries of South East Asia and in many 
countries of Africa. Yet this does not mean that this deficiency can 
simply be remedied by government assumption of responsibility for 
initiating and operating industrial establishments when govern
ments themselves lack managerial and technical skills and are 
already overburdened. Rather, every effort must be made to en
courage and stimulate initiative in the manufacturing field among 
private interests which may be engaged in commerce, transport or 
handicraft and small-scale industry. 

All in all it can be said that adequate facilities have been and are 
being developed for the international financing of industrial 
development. As indicated in my introductory remarks, the 
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paramount task is to overcome certain other bottlenecks. It is 
necessary to develop managerial and technical skills, to train the 
labor force, to pursue economic and financial policies conducive 
to investment and, in many cases, to create larger market areas 
without which diversified and economic industrial development is 

often impossible. 
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Making Agricultural Research Relevant 
To African Fanners --------------- --------------
By John C~ de Wilde Pa?er for National Academy of 

Sclences' Conference on Agricul
tural Research Priorities for · 
Economic Develo~ment in Africa 
Abidjan, April -12, 1968. 1 

Agricultural research must be largely oriented to the requirements 
of the small family farm which is characteristic of African agriculture. Research 
should not be understood simply as the technical and scientific work carried out 
on agricultural experiment stations. It must be more broadly conceived as includ
ing all types of studies and investigatior~ that produce innovations which farmers 
will consider feasible and rewarding. It must be concerned with all the factors, · 
socio-economic as well as technical, which condition the receptivity to change at 
the farm level. 

On agricultural stations research must depart £·rom a knowledge of the 
farmer's whole. farming pattern and of the rationale of prevailing methods of 
cropping and animal husbandry. Single innovations which appear worthwhile by 
themselves may become unprofitable or imp rae~ tical when their repercussions on the 
entire farm are taken into account. 

Research should not be concerned exclusively with increasing the yield 
of crops or livestock per unit of area. It should recognize that most fanners 
in Africa, particularly those in. the savanna ar·eas, consider labor their principal 
constraint and are th~refore primarily interested in maximizing their returns to 
labor rather than to land. It is important therefore to devote more study to the 
labor implications of possible a~ricultural improvements - to determine how the 
farm family uses its available labor resources over the entire season and where 

.the bottlenecks are; and to estimate to what extent and when a proposed innovation 
is likely to require additional labor. 

Labor bottlenecks may be widened by judicious introduction of machinery 
drawn by animals or by tractors. African agriculture ·is greatly under-equippad. 
Unfortunately, however, there are still only a relatively few cases where tractors 
have proved successful, and even the adoption of animal traction has been confined 
to certain areas. Mechanization, particularly with the tractor, is difficult 
because it usually entails a rather thorough revolution in farming methods and 
practices, including the adoption of changes in land tenure and new means of 
maintaining soil fertility and the replacement of extensive with intensive methods 
of cultivation. Much more work must be done to devise implements and machinery 
suitable to African conditions; and every major research station should carry 
on such work, adapting it to the problems encountered in the area it serves. 
Systematic efforts should also be made to analyze the many experiences with the 
use of various types of machinery and to dissemi-nate the results of such analyses 
so that costly mistakes will not be repeated. 

Many innovations have not been accepted by the farmer in the past 
because the nature and amount of incentives required to bring about their adopti0n 
have not been adequately appreciated. More socio-economic studies are needed to 
throw light on all thefactors conditioning response to chanRe in the societies of 
which farmers are part. These are important also for determining the best way 
·of organizing agricultural extension work in various societies. Particularly 
when we are dealing with situations where there has as yet been little change we 
must be sure to study in advance such relevant social factors as the kinship 
organization and the associated network of ohligations, the identity of the 
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people who wield authority and those who may be potential leaders in effecting 
change, the system of land tenure and inheritance, the degree of ~osure of 
the society to stimulating outside contacts throUgh labor migration, trade and 
education, and others of this type. Sociological investigations should, of 
course, not be content to describe a society at any one point of t·ime but should 
rather single out and assess both the factors which are making for change and 
those which still tend to impede progress. 

Adequate preliminary studies can bring about much more intelligently 
devised methods for improving agriculture. They will not, however, ensure 
absolute success. There must always be a certain amount of trial and error. 
Under such conditions it is especially important to have periodic surveys to 
check the effectiveness of agricultural improvanent or development programs. 
Too often there has been a tendency to continue with the same program without 
evaluating the results. It is only through farm economic surveys that we can 
determine what problems are being encountered at th~ farm level and how we can 
devise innovations that will take these problems more effectively into account. 



Making P.gric'.lltural Research Releva11t 
To African Farmers 

By John c. de Wilde 

Before launching on a discussion of the subject which has been 
assigned to me I would like _to define two terms - namely "agricultu~al 
research," and "African farmers." 

In using the words "agricultural research" I do not want to con
fine them to research conducted on agricultural experiment stations. The 
work on such stations may be characterized as primarily technical and 
scientific in character. It is concerned with testing new crops, developing 
new varieties or improving livestock breeds, devising methods of treating 
diseases and pests, analyzing soils and the possibility of their improvement, 
assessing water requirements, improving methods of cultivation and the like. 
The focus of this research is largely on raising and conserving yields per 
unit of land area. There is usually some concern with the economies of 
research solutions in the sense that attempts are made to relate the cash 
cost of inputs to the cash value of the increased output tr1at is said to be 
possible. In some, but by no means the:rm.jority of, cases an agricultural 
station may also undertake some applied research in the rural milieu outside 
the station in order to ascertain to what extent the cost:benefit ratio of 
innovations may need to be modified under actual farming conditions. 

However important this type of research may be, its scope is not 
sufficient to determine whether innovations will really be adopted in practice -
that is, whether they take into account the needs and capabilities of farmers 
for whom they are intended. Thus agricultural research must be broadened to 
cover the study of all the factors which condition the farmer's acceptance of 
change. One of these factors relates to the feasibility of proposed changes. 
Does the farmer command the additional inputs of labor and other factors of 
production that are required; and if he cannot, can the government take the 
necessary action to put them.at his disposal? A second factor relates to 
the profitability of the proposed innovation. In the eyes· of the farmer will 
the benefits be sufficient considering the costs of the extra labor and other 
inputs involved, the troublesome nature of the adjustments of his working 
habits and the degree of risk inherent in the supposed benefits? A third and 
final factor relates to the proper approach that must be used to persuade the 
farmer living ~thin a certain social framework to try whatever is judged by 
others to be to his advantage. Here it is above all a question of determining 
the methods of agricultural extension work that are likely to be best suited 
to the structure of the ,society of which the farmer is a part. A knowledge 
of the last two factors depends above all on the adequacy of economic and 
sociological research. 

I now come to the defi.ni..tion of "African farmers." Characteris
tically these are men and women who farm small family holdings. Except in 
still limited areas where there have been increasing population pressures on 
available land, the size of the holding is circumscribed in pc:l'rt by the fact 
that the need for land is still primarily governed by subsistence requirements 
and in part by the limited equipment available to the farmer. The first of 
these has tended in many areas to become a less important governing factor 
as profitable opportunities for growing cash c.rops have opened up. The second, 
however, remains a serious constraint. Over much of Africa the hoe and the 
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axe rer~in the only tools available to the farmer; and the improved equipment 
of the farmer in a manner that will prove economic is one of the central prob
lems of African agriculture. 

The family holding must be further characterized. In the majority 
of cases it is not a single production unit. Normally the man in the family 
is responsible for the portion devoted to cash crops, while the woman or women 
are charged with the cultivation of subsistence crops. 

There are, of course, deviations from this pattern. Here and there, 
particularly in East Africa and in Rhodesia, large individual African farms 
exist. There are state and cooperative farms and privately-owned plantations. 
But for the most part these do not play a major role. The area in plantations, 
for example, is unlikely to be extended except perhaps in the form of so-called 
nuclear plantations with associated outgrowers consisting of small farmers who 
deliver their crops such as sugar cane, palm fruit and rubber to central 
processing facilities located on the plantation which itself produces the mini
mum crop necessary to make the processing plant economic. In that case, 
however, the problem is still to give the small African farmer the means and 
incentive to contribute the supplemental output. 

Need for Knowledge of Prevailing Farming Patterns and Constraints 

A study of selected experiences with agricultural development in 
tropical Africa which I directed for the World Bank has convinced me that one 
of the major causes of failure in the past has been the inaciequate attention 
paid to the contraints of African farming and to the types and magnitudes of 
incentives required to bring about change. y 

The first prerequisite of successful development is an adequate 
knowledge of the prevailing farming patterns and methods of productio~. Efforts 
to introduce innovations are likely to fail unless one knows why fanners adhere 
to certain practices, in what respect the innovations will modify the fanning 
pattern and what difficulties the necessary modifications are likely to cause 
the farmer. One must know, .for example, why fanners sow a crop at a particular 
time, especially when the date of sowing practised does not ·maximize the yield 
per unit of area. Similarly, if one wants to introduce an ~~proved variety 
of a cash crop which should only be grown in pure stand, · it is useful to know 
the implications for the fanner and his wife who have previously grown this 
crop mixed with others. 

In recent times much more study has been devoted to the study of 
indigenous farming systems. 2/ Traditional African farming is no longer always 
disnissed as primitive and unworthy of consideration. The·re is a greater 
appreciation of the fact that the farmer, within the limits of his experience, 
makes a fairly rational use of the resources available and often displays a 
good practical knowledge of ecology. · Yet the need for a more · systematic 
collection ·and analysis of information on prevailing fanning patterns still , 
exists. Such surveys must not be purely descriptive, but must try to understand 
the rationale of given cropping patterns and methods of crop and animal husbandry. 
Information of this sort can be invaluable to both research and ext8nsion workers 
in enabling them to understand situations with which they must deal and which 
they are seeking to modify. It should fonn part of the teachin·g ·material in 
all agricultural schools and colleges. 
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I do not wish to suggest, of course, that all improvements in farm
ing involve profound changes in existing systems. Some may involve little 
or no change. An improved variety may be substituted for another, or spraying 
may be introduced with minimal disturbance to the pattern of production. 
Perennial crops such as coffee and cocoa may simply be "added" without involv
ing changes in established farming activities. Yet even in such cases 
experience in West Africa indicates that farmers often do not adopt the improved 
practices that are essential for high yields because these involve them in 
certain changes in utilizing their labor which they do not find advantageous. 
When new annual crops such as cotton are introduced these usually ·do have more 
far-reaching implications for existing cropping patterns because they raise 
problems of devising new crop rotations and of reconciling the competition of 
cash and subsistence crops for the available farm labor during· the planting 
season. The most profound transformations are usually involved in the intro
duction of mechanization or irrigation, for these nearly always necessitate 
the replacement of extensive by intensive methods of production, the 
re-allocation or re-grouping of land, the adoption of new methods of increasing 
and maintainine soil fertility and the acceptance of a generally more disciplined 
form of agriculture. 

The Labor Constraint 

In this connection the need for a much better knowledge of the labor 
constraint in African agriculture must be particularly emphasized. Inadequate 
·appreciation of this constraint has caused the rejection of many innovations. · 

• Again and again eff~rts to get farmers to increase their yields by timely 
sowing of a particular crop have failed because farmers have considered that 
they simply did not have the labor to do so at the recommended time. The most 
conspicuous example of this sort has been the failure in large part to bring 
about earlier sowing of cotton. Changes in practices which required greater 
inputs of labor per unit of area, such as tie-ridging of cotton land in Tanzania 
or improvementsin coffee and cocoa husbandry in the Ivory Coast, have often 
failed because farmers considered with some justification that they co~ld 
increase tr~eir output with less expenditure of labor by putting new land under 
crops and retaining their more extensive methods of cultivation. Irrigation 
schemes such as the Office du Niger in Mali have • failed to recognize their full 
potential because it was not sufficiently appreciated that a high density of 
settlement was necessary to produce the intensive system of aericulture that 
the hi~h capital investment in the irrigation network appeared to require. 
Atte~pts to introduce the transplanting of rice on thi s scheme quickly proved 
unsuccessful simply because there was not enough l ~bor availRble and farmers 
accordingly fo:1nd that the continuation of the old method of growing rice by 
direct sowing yielded a better return for their efforts. On the other hand, 
the transplanting of rice was successfully introduced on the Mwea-Tebere 
irrigation scheme in Kenya because the comparatively dense population in 
nearby area s made it possible to achieve a greater density of settlement and 
to procure supplemental paid labor for transplanting~ 

I am inclined to believe that research stations have often been too 
much preoccupied with increasing the yield of crops per unit of area and to 
work on one · crop in isolation from another. Farme rs on the other hand are 
primarily concerned with maximizing their returns to labor rather than land, 

·and they frequently continue to consider labo r their limiting factor even 
when land is becoming progt~ssively scarcer. Moreover, farmers way be less 
interested in the yield of a single crop t han in the aggregate return from 
all the activities on the amount of farm land they can manage to utili~ 
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within the limits of available labor supply. They may find that their interest 
in security and the total return for their efforts are best served by sowing 
their food crops at optimum dates and planting their cash crops at a later time 
even though this practice may not optimize the yields of cash crops according 
to the findings on research stations. 

In orienting their work research stations should therefore take fully 
into account the factors which in the eyes of farmers govern output. This may 
necessitate more emphasis on subsistence crops. Given the fact that the total 
amount of land which the farmer can cultivate with the labor supply available 
is limited, the possibility of growing cash crops in addition to subsistence 
crops is in many cases restricted. Additional labor and land could be released 
for cash crops if improved varieties of food crops could be develop~d and 
grown with less labor and on a smaller area of land. Another way of recogniz
ing the labor constraint would be to look at the cropping system as a whole 
arid to devise improvements twhich would relieve labor bottlenecks, enable the 
farmer to utilize available labor over a longer period and thus obtain a 
greater aggregate return. For example,· where a fanner grows sorghum or millet 
and cotton, it would be desirable to develop a combination of varieties and 
planting sequences that would make better use of the far.mer 1s labor. I do not 
know what the potentialities of plant breeders are; but I wo~der whether in 
such a case it would not be possible to develop a shorter-maturing sorghum or 
millet that could be planted after cotton or alternatively to concentrate on 
developing a cotton variety which would give the best return when plant.ed aftet · 
sorghum or millet. 

If existing farm labor constraints ar.e to be respected two conditions 
must be met. The research stations must work out the labor implications of 
any improvements in crops and crop husbandry they have worked out for possible 
adoption by fannersr and there must be sample surveys to determine the labor 
supply available and how and to what extent this supply is actually used for 
various tasks during different parts of the cropping season. · · 

Neither of these conditions is easy to meet. Research stations, 
using different methods of cultivation and employing paid labor under more or 
less close supervision, will have some difficulty in working out, the amount 
of labor the African farmer will need to effect particular improvements. They 
will need to simulate the actual methods used in African farming or induce 
some African fanners to test the proposed improvement ·or practice and thus 
measure the labor inputs. The measurement of farm labor availabili t~r and 
employment also poses problems which, however, are not so great as to make the 
exercise valueless. 

Any studies of labor availability must take into account the supply 
both from within the farm family and from outside sources. As already indicated, 
it cannot be assumed that family labor represents a single pool on which one 
can draw to carry out ,_mifo r.mly all tasks on the family holding. There still 
tends to be a division of labor responsibilities between men and women even 
though this may have become less sharp on those farms which produce a growing \ 
proportion of their output for the market. Accoun~ must also be taken of the 
considerable amount of work which women must devote . to non-farm ·activities 
including domestic tasks, the fetching of fuel and water, and marketing. 

Another factor affecting the availability of labor ~ay be the inci
dence of sickness. On this subject little research has yet been done. In 
various areas, however, one often gets the impression that labor inputs may 
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be seriously curtailed by such di seases or i~-1fections as Guinea worm, 
bilharzia and mala ria. At critical times, ·pilrticularly during . the transi-
tion frf'm the dr:v to the r:tiny season, vari o:Js types of fevers may incapacitate 
one nr more membe rs of the fami ly .1ust at the critical time when land must he 
prepared and crops plftnted. Wherever there is prima fAcie evidence th :1t this 
i.s the case it woul d certainly be desirable to study closely the relationship 
of health to l aho r inputs and det ermine to what ext.ent, measllres to improve 
public health should be an integrc:~l part of any _ agricultural development, program. 

The availabi lity of outside labor for employment on . the farm may he 
critically important in copinr, wi th seasonal lr~bor penks such AS planting; 
weeding and harves ting. In many areas the only labor available outside the. 
immediate family is that. furnish ed in the fonn of communal work groups usually 
based on ties of kinship, age or neighborhoods. Since. they are usually based 
on reciprocity, t hey theoretical l y provide no net supplement to family labor; 
yet in practice t he:v may do so by raisinP, the efficiency of labor or extending 
the number of hours that people are willinf~ to work. Over much of Africa, 
however, the use of hired labor has become a pr~cti.ce on fanns producing 
largely for the market. In some cases this hi1~d labor . may come from the 
same tribe to which the employing family belongs; and the tabus against the 
employment of fellow tribesmen which have prevailed in some areas have gradually 
disappeared, particularly whe re , as in the Central Province of Kenya, land 
has been scarce and unequally divided and there accordingly has been a press
ing need for the poorly endowed farmers to seek employment with the more 
prosperous ones. The most important source of workers, however, has been 
migrant labor from other tribes and other areas. The development of the large 
Gezira scheme in t he Sudan, for example, would hardly have been conceivable 
had it not been f or its ability to attract labor f6r sowing and weeding and, 
especially, for the picking of cotton, from the poorer regions of ~udan and 
and even from northeastern Nige ria, the Central African Republic and the Chad. 
Similarly, the expansion of cocoa and Robusta coffee in the Ivory Coast and 
of cocoa in Nige ria and Ghana owes much to .the avAilability of labor mi~rants 
from the northern parts of the se countries .qs well as from the Upper Volta and 
the southern part of Mali. 

In assessing the f easibility of certain innovations in farming which 
depend on the ability to hire outside labor, two factors must -be taken into 
account. First of all one must make sure that there are reservoirs from which 
such labor can in principle be drawn. Secondly, one must de-tennine whether 
the increase in f arm cash income which the proposed innovation is likely to 
generate will be sufficient not only to warrant the payment of wages high 
enough to attract labor but also to leave the farmer with a net income that 
will appeal to hi m as an adequat e incentiV'e. It is significant that the crops 
which have been grown with substantial amounts of paid labor - coffee, cocoa 
and irrigated long-staple cott on - have all been highly profitable in relation 
to other alternatives open to the growers and have therefore made possible 
the payment of wages to labor migrants which were in tnrn ccinsiderably higher 
than .the incomes which such migrants could obtain in their native regions. 

The Problem of Equipment 

It is ~qually important to consider to what extent actual or poten-
·tial labor bottlenecks can be relieved through the use of appropriate implements 
and ~chinery. Within the scope of a brief paper it is impossible to give an 
adequate appreciation of both t he potentialities and the problems of introducing 
animal-drawn and tractor-drawn implements. In the study which I directed for 
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the World Bank we tried ~o sum up the conclusions which might be tentatively 
drawn from the many experiences with the employment of various types of 
machinery in tropical Africa. 3/ Although some progress has been made, 
particularly in the introdu.ction of animal traction, it ·i$ obvious that there 
are still many unresolved problems in devising types of equipment that would 
be both effective and economic. I have already alluded to the fact that the 
economic use of tractors in particular usually entails a far-going revolution 
in farming methods which is by no means easy to effect. To some extent this 
is also true where animal-drawn implements are to be introduced. Experience 
also emphasizes the importance of making sure that the use of machinery to 
widen one bottleneck does not aggravate other bottlenecks such as weeding 
and harvesting with which machinery so far has not generally been able to 
cope effectively. On a cotton growing scheme in Tanzania where land prepar
·ation and spraying had been mechanized I noted, . for example, a tendency to 
assign each participating farm family a cotton plot larger than this family 
could be expected to pick effectively with the labor available. Towa~ the 
end of last year I also visited a number of mechanized group farms in Uganda. 
These consisted o.f grouped individual holdings on which tractors -were used 
under centrali2ed management to do the plowing and sowing for both cotton and 
food crops. Weeding and harvesting were the responsibility of the participating 
fann families. On one ~f these group farms the use of tractors had apparently 
been successful in removing a key bottleneck. With the help of such tractors 
food crops were sown first, and when the farmers were busy harvesting their 
food crops the tractors were at work preparing the land for, and sowing, cotton. 
The farmers were thus able to harvest their food crops before it became necessary 
to weed cotton. Yet on another group farm farther to the north wh~re the grow
ing season was somewhat shorter, there was apparently considerable difficulty 
in achieving a proper timing of agricultural operations. There cotton had 
become badly infested with weeds because the farmers were still gathering their 
food crops when the weeding of cotton became necessary. 

A considerable amount of useful wor~ has been done in developing and 
testing implements and machinery on agricultural research stations and at a 
limited number of implement centers. Attention should also be drawn to various 
pilot projects, usually inYolving the introduction of animal-drawn equipment, 
undertaken by a number of French organizations engaged in extension work in 
Africa. There have also, of course, been many experiences with the employment 
of tractors on a large scale which have in most cases proved costly, albeit 
potentially instructive, failures. · 

In the future there is great need for more comprehensive and better
directed efforts to devise ways and means of meeting the equipment requirements 
of African agriculture. I would like to see all major agricultural research 
stations, except for those speci,alizing in a single c.rop, devote some work to 
this subject, relating it to the practical problems encountered by farmers in 
the area which· each of them serves. More attention, however, sho~ld probably 
be devoted to the multiplication of well-designed .pilot projects which would 
test the technical suitability and the economies of various types of machinery 
on African farms. I would emphasize the pilot nature of such schemes, for far 
too much money has been wasted in the past on ill-conceived and untested large
scale projects. However, ~hatever the nature or the scale of the scheme, it 
is vitally important that there be more systematic evaluation of past and 
current experiences with the introduction of machinery. Failures to make such 
evaluations and disseminate the results of past experience have no doubt 
contributed to the constant repetition of costly mistakes. In this connection 
I have .suggested that seriou~ consideration be given to the possibility of 
creating, within FAO or ELA, an international center specially concerned with 
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·' the problem of agricultural eq1Iipment in Africa. Such a center might collect, 
analyze and disseminate all relevant information on experiences with various 
types of traction and equipment under different conditions. On the basis of 
this analysis, it would also recommend and sponsor further experimental and 
developmental work to devise improved types of implements and machinery. This 
task of evaluating, testing and developing equipment should not, however, be 
:.he exclusive province of the agricultural engineer. Practical agriculturists 
tind ecohomists must be at5sociated with it if the end product is t o conform 
to the practical requirements of the farmer and meet the test of economic 
so11ndness. 

Identification of Labor Bottlenecks 

I would now like to return to the question of identifying actual 
labor bottlenecks encountered on the farm. What is required is a time profile 
of the utilization of farm labor over an entire season. Information on the 
existing pattern of labor inputs can only be obtained by sample surveys cover
ing the time devoted to agricultural and non-agricultural activities alike and 
distinguishing between the work of men and women. There have been an increasing 
number of such surveys, but much more work needs to be done in this field. The 
necessary data must be obtained basically from periodic interview~ ~ with farmers. 
Since we must rely on their own subjective testimony, the information may not 
be objectively accurate. However, this is not a very serious handicap, since 
we are in any event primarily_ interested in the farmer 1 s own appreciation of · 
his bottlenecks. If he thinks that at any given time in the agricultural 
season his family is already excessively burdened with work, it is unlikely 
that he will take very kindly to innovations that will increase the workload 
at that time. 

Care must be taken in interpreting the results. ·The labor profile 
which emerges may itself already reflect a tendency-by the farm family to 
extend certain farming operations over a longer time than what would be the 
optimum if there were no labor shortage . Experience with surveys that have 
already been conducted shows that the use of resources and the resulting 
output is likely to vary widely withi n the sample. In such cases attention 
must be paid to the frequency dist ribution within the sample and to the 
reasons for differences in performances among farm families. In any society 
some people will obviously work harder and more effectively than others. 
Probably only a minority will work extremely hard, just as only a small number 
may be extremely lazy. In the p ractical work of promoting agricultural develop
ment it should be recognized that the greater number of people are likely to 
fall between these extremes and that efforts to improve their output will h~ve 
to proceed, at least initially, within the limits set by their existing capacity 
to work. 

The Determination of _ Tecessa ry Incentive~ 

In most cases the amount of labor that a farmer and his family will 
be willing to undertake is to some degree flexible. Even at peak labor require
ments the farm fami ly may be induced to work still harder. The critical 
question is the type and extent of inducements needed to bring forth the extra 
effort. At this juncture it i s well to examine how much we know about the 

·broader problem of the nature and amount of return which any group of farmers 
is likely to want as compensation for their own labor and the cost of any 
additional cash inputs. 
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We do know .that farmers are interested in the reliability as well 
as the amount of return they may get from any innovation. People who live 
near the bare subsistence level and have little cash income are disinclined 
to take risks and are not interested in any improvement which promises them 
greater returns over an average number of years without giving them an assured 
return each year. For example, they · do not generally want to pay . cash for 
fertilizer when experience shows that fertilizer in sane years will give them 
little or no increase in output out of which their cash outlay can be met. 

I suspect that underestimation of the level of incentives required 
has often prevented the acceptance of innovations. 4/ It may be significant 
at any rate that in the past the greatest progress has been made in the 
adoption of tree crops such as coffee, cocoa and tea which were extremel-y 
profitable in relation ·to any alternative opportunities for earning cash income. 

· Similarly, there is considerable empirical evidence that the adoption of new 
crops haf? been particular!~ rapid when prices of these crops were rising. 

Presumably the kind of incentive required is cl~sely geared to the 
extra effort or trouble involved for the farm family and the level of income 
it has already attained. The type as well as the amount of extra effort 
demanded may be important. There is reason to believe that incentives must 
be greater when farmers have to make rather fundamental changes in their 
working habits, when they are expected, for example, to conform to a high degree 
of labor . discipline as may be the ca·se on a managed irrigation or mechanized 
farming scheme. It cannot always be assumed that fanners who have alreaccy 
experienced a consideTable rise in income will necessarily take advantag~ of 
any opportunity to increase it further. They may do so only if the return 
for their extra effort significantly exceeds the average return they are already _ 
obtaining for the labor they have been putting into their .farms. In any event 
they may be expected to weigh, consciously or subconsciously, the advantages 
of additional incomeagainst the disadvantages of losing time for leisure, or 
as social anthropologists often express it, of time devoted to social activities. 

In considering the whole problem of the adequacy of incentiv~s, I 
believe we are still working· too much on the basis of impressions and untested 
hypotheses. How much,for example, do we really know about the reality of 
"target income" concepts in various societies and their impact on incentives? 
How much do we know about responses of farmers to price changes? Last year 
in Uganda a Bank Mission appraising the country's five-year plan had to 
determine the possibility of attaining a certain cotton production target in 
the. light, among other things, of a recent government measure which had slashed 
the farm price of cotton by one third. In recent . years there had been a 
considerable expansion of cotton output. It proved virtually impossible, 
however, to get an accurate idea of the factors that had contributnd to this 
increase in production - to what extent many farmers had' recently started 
growing this .crop or in what degree already existing growers had expanded 
their acreage or raised their yields. It was equally difficult to determine 
the effect of the reduction in prices. Would farmers who had long been growing 
cotton and had presumably become accustomed to a ·certain level of cash incom~ 
from this crop strive even to raise their output in order to maintain their 
cash income? Would they be more disposed or less disposed to try and raise 
their net yields through spraying and the use or· fertilizers? As for the 
unkn~ numbers of farmers who might have been growing cotton for only a few 
years, would they be sufficiently discouraged by the price cut to abandon the 
crop? The Missi on could obtain no really reliable answers to these questions. 
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The Need for Socio-Economic Studies 

In determining the adequacy of incentives or the general receptivity 
.to innovations . one must never lose sight of the fact that the customs, values 
and institutions of the society to which the farme~ belongs may greatly influ
ence the responses one is likely to get. All those concerned with stimulating 
agricultural progress must have a proper understanding of the rural societies 
wl.thin which development is taking place or is being initiated. The need for 
careful study of the factors that are pertinent to development in each society 
will, of course, vary. It will be of little importance where kinship and 
other social bonds have been greatly loosened and the interests of the individ
ual and the nuclear family a~e the paramount factors governing responses. 
Conversely, it to.rill be specially important where the society is highly struc
tured and hierarchic, kinship ties are still strong and the standards of value 
and behavior ,:1re largely detennined by the communi tJ' and its authorities. 
Preliminary sociologica~ or socio-economic studies are particu]a rly necessary 
when one deals with a traditional society which has as yet experienced very 
little change • . 

However, great care must be taken in planning sociological .investi
gations. If sociologists are to be employed, one must be sure to select those 
who are interested in, and are capable of, analyzing social change. A static 
description of society is useless. One must determine in what ways the society 
is already evolving, what factors are favorable or unfavorable to innovation 
and in what ways change may be accelerated. It is important that the agricul
turist, economist and sociologist agree on the terms of reference for any 
such study. Otherwise the result may be simply a catalogue of customs, 
practices and institutions which, however, fascinating, may not throw much 
light on the feasibility of various me~ns of modifying agriculture. 

lvithin the scope of a brief paper it is possible to give only a 
. brief and illustrative indication of some of the aspects of any sCJciety which 
are particularly relevant. The nature and strength of kinship groups or 
lineages and the network of social obligations to which they ·give rise have 
an important bearing on incentives. Practices governing land tenu~ may affect 
not only incentives but also the feasibility of ~a-allocating or re-grouping 
l~nd to facilitate the introduction of new methods of cultivation. The 

. duration and extent of stimulating contacts with the outside world through 
labor migration, trade and education will influence income aspirations and 
the receptivity to innovation. The division of tasks and the ~istribution 
of inc orne among men and women within the family will affect the degree of 
identity of interest in the adoption of agricultural improvements. vlherever 
considerable livestock are kept, it is obviously important to determine 
attitudes toward cattle - whether they are or can become a so'J.rce of regular 
income or whether they are to be considered wholly or primarily as a source 
of subsistence, a ·means of cultivation, a form of insurance or a method of 
cementing social ties or · consummating marriages. 

As I have earlier indicated, a socio-economic stud~' may be needed 
not only to get a better understanding of all the factors governing receptivity 
to change and of the required incentives, but also to devise the proper methods 
of broaching proposed innovations to the members of a society. Except in 

·areas where considerable agricultural progress has been achieved and people 
have acquired confidence in the go'rernment, one must be prepared to counter 
considerable distrust and skepticism. One must identify the persons who 
effectively wield authority and whose ·collaboration must be obtained or whose 
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potential opposition must at least be ove~come. One must determine whether 
one can work with individual farmers or only with groups. If it appears 
possible to work with individuals, it is desirable to find out whether there 
are persons who by virtue of education or outside experi~nces are likely to 
be more receptive than others~ . If some . form of group ac·tion is indicated, 
it is necessary · to detennine on what basis 'the group should· be organized and 
who should be the leader. Kinship may in ~ertain cases be .the right basis 
for organizing groups, but in other cases ~<inship groups may be so rent by 
internal strife ·that they are an unsuitable vehicle for constructive effort. 
Similarly, while it may be necessary to get the consent of a traditional 
village chief for any agricultural extension work .in the Village, he may not 
himself have sufficient interest in innovation to lead a group effort to 
introduce changes in agriculture. 2( 

Even though careful preparatory studies are undertaken before 
launching campaigns to improve agriculture, one can often not be sure in 
advance that any proposed measures will prove feasible . and profitable in the 
eyes of farmers. One must inevitably proceed to some extent by trial and 
error. This leads me to make one final observation. It is .important to have 
periodic evaluations to determine what is really being accomplished at the 
farm level. Today much attention is being paid to planning, including planning 
for agriculture. Comparatively little effort, however, is devoted to assessing 
the effectiveness or the specific measures taken to achiev~ plan objectives. 
Even where there are no agricultural developnent plans as such; agricultural 
extension programs are often pursued indefinitely without really finding out · 
·specifically what obstacles are being encountered in persuading fanners to 
adopt the recormnended measures. Here and the.re farm economic surveys have 
been undertaken and have thrown some useful light .on the degree of acceptance 
of innovations. 6/ But they have not been on an adequate scale or sufficiently 
far-reaching. one cannot assume that an increase in output necessarily renects . 
the effectiveness of agricultural extension efforts. Experience indicates that 
such increases are often unrelated to the recommendations that are being made 
by the extension workers. Sample surveys are needed to determine the extent 
of acceptance of specific recommendations and the specific causes of failure 
to secure adoption. Where, as is often the case, some members of the community 

. are adopting recommended new crops or practices but others have failed to do 
so, it i~ important to discover the. reasons for this difference. Only on the . 
basis of such evaluations can one determine what changes may be necessary in 
extension methods, what additional services may have to be provided to overcome 
certain. difficulties of application, and to what extent the research on 
agricultural stations may have to be reoriented to take into account problems 
encountered at the farm· level. 
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Notes 

Y John c. de wilde et al., Experiences with Agricultural DeveloPment in Tropical 
Africa (Vol. I, The Synthesis; Vol. II, The Case Studies; · the Johns Hopkins 
Press, Baltj~ore, 19h7.) 

Y ·See, for example, William ~. Allan, The African Husbandman (New York, 
Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1 Q65) ~ 

Y 3ee Chapter 6, "Implements and 11achinery", in de \iilde et al., Experiences 
with Agricultural Development in Tropical Africa, · cited~ 

: 

~ Prof. Schultz ·has particularly criticized the failure to develop, on a 
sufficient scale, new agricultural inputs which are reaily rewarding t 'o 
tne farmer. See Theo. w. Schultz, '~conomic Growth from Traditional 
Agriculture '1, in A. H. Moseman, ed., Agricultural Sciences for the Developing 
Countries (Publication No. 76 of the American Association for the Advance
ment of Science, Washington 1964). 

2./ Two agricultural extension schemes - one in the Bok6ro region of the Chad 
and the other in the central region of Upper Volta - illustrate the importance 
of prior sociological investigations before effective groups for initiating 
agricultural innovation can be organized. See Chapters 3 and 4 of Section 
II, Volume II, of de Wilde et al., Experiences with Agricultural Develop
ment in Tropical Africa, cited; also "!'observation sociologique et 
psychosociologique dans les operations de modernisation rurale 1' (mimeo
graphed paper pre.sented to a symposium at the Bureau pour le Developpement 

· de la Production Agricola, Sept. 1-2; 1966.) 

§I Notable in this respect are a series of far.m .economic surveys carried out 
by the Farm Economics Survey Unit of the Ministry of Economic Planning and 
Development in Kenya. 
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Introductory Remarks 

In addressing myself to this subject, I face two difficulties. One of these 
is psychological. As some one who has long been identified with an international 
financial institution devoted to development, I am acutely conscious of the fact 
that the availability of financial means is often not the crucial element in the 
fostering of development. Admittedly it is an essential condition, but only if 
certain other prerequisites exist. Among these are enterprise, managerial and 
technical skills, and markets. Industry cannot develop unless there are entre
preneurs capable of taking initiative and accepting responsibility, willing to take 
risks and endowed with the imagination to see investment opportunities. And the 
entrepreneurs must have the necessary managerial skills, the capacity to combine 
effectively the factors of production, to make investment decisions, to train and 
manage labor, to purchase raw materials and to market the finished products, all 
in such a way as to realize profits. Technical skills are no less vital, though 
they can perhaps be more readily acquired through training or even to some extent 
imported. The availability of adequate markets is particularly important to indus
trial development, for in many parts of the world the existence of small markets in 
terms of population or purchasing power is a serious obstacle to the promotion of 
a wide range of industries, many of which are dependent on economies of scale. But, 
though these non-financial factors are important, I shall resist the temptation to 
dwellhQn them at length. From time to time, however, I shall revert to them through
out t 1s lecture. 

The second difficulty of which I spoke is that of limitations of data. The 
information on the international flow of resources is by no means as tidy and com
plete as one should wish. Various internationalagencies -- the United Nations, the 
International ~Ionetary Fund and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development -- have done extremely useful work in marshalling the data on this 
subject, but they have largely been unable to remedy the deficiencies in the infor
mation supplied by individual capital exporting countries. In many cases it is 
impossible to break down capital exports by geographic destination or by purpose. 
I am accordingly unable to give you any reliable estimates of the total international 
flow of capital ~oing into industrial development or complete information on the 
areas or countr~es to which such industrial capital has been directed. 

In discussing international financing of industry I shall distinguish between 
• the various sources of finance, namely private sources, public funds channeled 

through individual governments or government institutions, and funds made available 

. ,. 
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through international or inter-governmental institutions. I shall then discuss the 
role of development ba~~s or corporations in the capital importing countries as 
intermediaries for the investment of external capital. Finally, I shall give some 
consideration to the issue of financing public as distinct from private investment 
in industry. 

I might add that throughout this lecture I shall generally use the word 
11 industry" in the restrictive sense of manufacturing industry, thus excluding the 
extractive industries and the processing facilities, such as refining, that are 

intimately associated with the latter. 

Private Investment 

Private direct investment is still by far the most important source for the 
international financing of industrial development. During the four-year period 
1958-1961, U.S. and U.K. direct private investment in manufacturing industries 
abroad totaled no less than dl,S ,090 mil l i on, or an average of ~1,272 million per year. 
For other maj cr capital exporting countries such as France, Germany, Netherlands, 
Italy and Japan, there are no precise data on the volume of direct private invest
ment in manufacturing industries abroad, but they probably bring the total annual 
average to around <>1,500 million per year. 

Several characteristics of this type of private investment abroad are worth 
noting. The first is that investment in manufacturing accounts for substantially 
less than half of total private foreign investment. For the U.S. the proportion 
for the period indicated is 38%. For the U.K. it was probably only about 20% in 
1960 and 1961, after due allowance is made for estimated foreign investment in the 
petroleum industry which is not normally included in the U.K. figures for overseas 
private investment. Of German direct private investment abroad the proportion 
going into manufacturing is probably not far different from that of the U.S., while 
for French direct investment the proportion may be closer to that of the U.K. 

This characteristic reflects the concentration of private investment on the 
development of the extractive industries, particularly of petroleum and petroleum 
refining, but to some extent also of mining and smelting. Investment in these 
industries has been especially important in the case of the U.S., U.K., France and 
The Netherlands. The extractive industries are by their very nature international 
in scope and therefore attract a large amount of private capital. 

The second notable feature of direct private foreign investment is the large 
proportion going into the manufacturing industries of the developed countries. 
Business firms of the industrialized, capital-exporting countries tend to invest 
above all in the manufacturing industries of other developed countries. In the 
period 1958-1961, for example, only about one-sixth of the total U.S. direct invest
ment in manufacturing abroad has been in underdeveloped countries. For the U.K. 
the proportion is somewhat higher, but still probably not more than 25 to 30 per 
cent. 

This t endency of the developed, industrialized countries to invest in each 
other's manufacturing industries is natural. Businessmen are attracted by the high 
and growing purchasing power in such countries. They can do business there under 
conditions which are familiar to them. They have greater confidence in the 
political and economic stability cf these countries and in the prospect that their 
investments will be fairly treated. "l'hey can rely on a good reservo:l.1· v.:r old .. 11 ed 

.labor and technicians. On the other hand, in the less developed countries the 
market for manufactures is often small. For instance, The Netherlands, with a 
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· population of 11.5 million, enjoys a national income around 50% greater than that 
of Pakistan, a count~ of 9h million people; and the market for manufactures in 
The Netherlands is even greater than this proportion suggests, for with the low 
level of living prevailing in Pakistan a much smaller percentage of total national 
income goes into the purchase of manufactures. In the underdeveloped countries 
foreign businessmen also encounter greater difficulties in terms of unfamiliar 
institutions and customs, the lack of an adequately schooled labor force and 
political conditions which are often unstable and uncertain. It is therefore no 
wonder that 81 per cent of the net increase in U.S. manufacturing investment abroad 
during 1960 and 1961 took place in Canada and Europe. The expanding European 
market has been particularly attractive to U.S. businessmen; from 1950 to the end 
of 1961 the value of total U.S. direct investment in Europe quadrupled as compared 
with a tripling of the value of total u.s. direct investment abroad. 

Yet the actual and potential contribution of direct private foreign investment 
to the manufacturing industries of the less developed countries should not be under
estimated. It contributes not simply capital, but also the even more vital elements 
of enterprise, management and training. By providing competition foreign business 
often acts as a spur to the efficiency of indigenous business undertakings and 
counters the inclination of the latter to resort to monopolistic practices. For 
these reasons the governments of many underdeveloped countries try to encourage 
private foreign investment through tax concessions, provisions for compensation in 
the event of nationalization and guaranties for the transfer of profits and the 
repatriation of capital. However, even such governments often have reservations. 
They fear that foreign business may become too dominant and may impair the prospects 
for more rapid development of indigenous enterprise. For this reason they generally 
prefer partnership arrangements with domestic business. Not unnaturally they also 
tend to insist that foreign companies accelerate the training of native personnel 
and curtail the number of foreigners employed. Quite a few governments are inimical 
to private foreign investment either because they look upon it as a form of neo
colonialism, or because they prefer socialism to capitalism. 

The governments of 1nany developed countries have been anxious to direct more 
private investment to the underdeveloped parts of the world. Their efforts have 
been directed to the creation of conditions more conducive to such investment and 
to the development of guarantes to cover such non-commercial risks as war and civil 
commotion, nationalization and confiscation and nontransferability of earnings. A 
number of countries such as the U.S., Germany, and Japan have adopted investment 
guaranty programs for the overseas investments of their nationals and have supple
mented these by concluding so-called investment treaties with governments of the 
less developed countries. In recent years many suggestions have been made for the 
institution of a multilateral investment guaranty system which some of the proponents 
believe would best be administered by the World Bank. Such a multilateral program, 
it is held, would be more comprehensive in its coverage, overcome the difficulties 
which many of the smaller investing countries have in devising their own national 
programs and be more attractive to the less developed countries. At the request 
of the Development Assistance Committee of the OECD, the World Bank last year sub
mitted a report on Multilateral Investment Insurance without, however, taking a 
position on its advisability. 

I shall not attempt rere to make a comprehensive analysis of the merits and de
merits of multilateral investment insurance. In any event prospects for its early 
adoption are probably· not ve ry gr eat . There i s little doubt that the availability 
of inves tm.ent ~.;uaranties does provide so~'lG s timulus to pr i vate foreign investment 
even thou'-~h questionnaires addres sed to inves t ors indicate. that in ··1any cases guar
anties may not be c.rucial to investment decisions but s:Lmply aJ"'ford ·an ad.di tional 
element of protection for investments that would still be made without them. Fears 
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have been expressed that the generalization of investment guaranties might even be 
a disincentive to the better treatment of foreign private investment unless it is 
accompanied by some sort of investment code to which the less developed countries 
would subscribe, or unless some discrimination is exercised in the extension of 
guaranties as between countries which make an effort to create conditions favorable 
to private foreign capital and those which fail to provide the minimum protection 
desired. Moreover, one important deficiency of investment guaranties is the 
difficulty of protecting investments against measures which are sometimes styled 
as "creeping expropriation." These include governlTient measures in the field of 
taxation, price or profit control, labor policy, foreign exchange allocation for 
imports of vital raw materials and spare parts and the like, all of which may in 
their cumulative impact greatly diminish or even eliminate the profitability of a 
venture without formally depriving the investor of his property. It is often the 
fear of such measures which deters investment. 

Private Export Credits 

This discussion of private foreign investment cannot be terminated without 
some reference to export financing which is usually facilitated by guaranties or 
insurance provided by public or quasi-public institutions. Exact estimates of the 
amount of such export credits accorded by private banking institutions are not 
available, but in recent years the gross volume has probably been around ~~1 billion. 
The bulk is provided by banks in the U.K., Germany, France and, more recently, in 
the United States. Well over half of these credits are apparently extended on 
exports to the less developed countries. It is impossible to determine how large 
a part is devoted to financing industrial development. The proportion is probably 
not very large considering the fact that a substantial amount finances exports of 
consumer goods, raw materials and spares or equipment destined for non-industrial 
undert~cings in the importing countries. 

While it is only natural that industrialized countries should seek to promote 
their sales by export credit, there is little doubt that private export credits 
have some undesirable features. One is their relatively short maturity, ste~ning 

from the obvious reluctance of most ordinary banks to make long-term commitments. 
The Berne Union of export credit insurance organizations has generally insisted on 
a limit of five years, extended to seven in some cases. In recent years there has 
been a tendency to lengthen the terms, primarily by arrangements under which public 
institutions or consortia of insurance companies and investment banks have agreed 
to take longer maturities supplementing those which regular banks are prepared to 
accept. From the standpoint of the debtors, however, the maturities appear to be 
still too short. But more serious drawbacks are the ease with which such credits 
can be contracted and their use in a number of cases to finance ill-considered 
ventures. The anxiety of exporters to sell, combined with the readiness in the 
less developed countries to borrow, often leads to a rather rapid and reckless 
pyramiding of debt in such a way that refinancing of payment obligations becomes 
necessary from time to time. This is particularly true in the case of debtor 
countries which find it difficult to meet the more stringent requirements of 
investment banking institutions such as the World Bank and are therefore tempted to 
resort to the easy expedient of contracting export credits. In the extension of 
such credits no attempt is usually made to screen the soundness of the ventures for 
which the plant and equipment is bought. The rule of caveat emptor is supposed to 
apply in such export sales on credit, but this practice not infrequently results 
in the carrying out of projects of doubtful technical or economic soundness. On 
the other hand, investment banking institutions which provide loans for development 
usually examine carefully the project for which the financing is sought. 
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Bilateral Government Financing 

I now come to the role played by individual ~overnments and government institu
tions in providing capital for industrial development abroad. I should emphasize 
at the outset that such government financing has been primarily directed to public 
infrastructure development such as transport and communications, power, irrigation 
and agriculture, and, to some extent, housing, public health and education. A 
portion, however, has been used for financing industrial enterprise both in the 
public and private sector. 

In absolute and probably also in relative terms the United States has made 
the largest contribution of public funds to industrial enterprise in the less 
developed countries. Two institutions have been active in this field -- the Export
Import Bank and the Development Loan Fund. In the three fiscal years of 1960 to 
1962, the Export-Import Banks made available loans or credits for industrial 
purposes amounting to ~\493 million or an average of :'1;164 million a year. Through 
the five fiscal years 1958 to 1962, the Development Loan Fund made loans for 
individual industrial projects totaling r>369 million or almost ~74 million a year. 
In addition, ~184 million in loans were made available, primarily for industry, to 
development banks in the less developed countries. Finally, the U.S. has made a 
considerable volume of loans and even grants available for the importation of 
industrial raw materials and equipment by the less developed countries. Such 
assistance has often been inst~·lental in overcoming bottlenecks to the fuller 
utilization of industrial capacity which stem from the short~ge of foreign exchange 
for imports of vital spares and raw materials. 

Unfortunately there is little readily available information on the allocation 
by purpose of development aid provided by other countries such as France, the U.K., 
Germany and the Communist nations. tr-Jith the possible exception of aid provided 
by the Communist countries, I believe that only a small proportion is used for the 
direct financing of industrial projects. Both the U.K. and Germany have, however, 
often provided credit lines which have been employed to purchase industrial plant 
and equipment. It is 1~ell known that the U.K., Germany and the Soviet Union have 
each financed a major steel plant in the public sector in India. The Communist 
Bloc countries have also done considerable financing of industrial development in 
such countries as the U.A.R., Indonesia, Iraq and others. 

Multilateral Financing 

1. The Inter-American Development Bank 

International institutions have played an important role in financing 
industrial development. I shall first deal with a regional development bank, the 
Inter-American Development Bank, which was established in 1960. This has made 
loans for industrial purposes both out of its own ordinary capital and out of the 
"Fund for Special Operations" which was created to finance pro,iects on somewhat 
more flexible terms than are possible in the emplo~nent of ordinary capital. 

In 1961 and 1962 the Bank made 20 loans to private industrial enterprises in 
a total amount of $49,067,206. Although two of these loans were made from the Fund 
for Special Operations, all loans carried an interest rate of 5-3/4%. The length 
of loans varies with the nature of the investment, ranging from 6 to 15 years, with 
the majority about 12 years. Periods of grace also vary from 1-1/2 to 3 years, 
again depending on the nature of the proje~. Unlike the World Bank, the Inter
American Development Bank can finance private enterprise without a government 

. guaranty. 
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The pulp and paper, cement, chemical, automotive and agricultural processing 
industries have been the principal beneficiaries of these loans. About 75% of 
this lending has been concentrated in Argentina, Brazil, and Chile. 

The Bank has also made funds available for relending through local inter
mediaries. Seven such loans have been extended from its ordinar,y capital, three 
totaling about t~h million for purely industrial purposes and four to a total of 
~-~28.5 million for financing agricultural, livestock and fishery as well as indus
trial undertakings. Most of these loans are for 12 years and all are at an 
interest rate of 5-3/h%. In addition, the Fund for Special Operations has been 
tapped for 5 loans totaling ~35 million to credit intermediaries which are engaged 
in financing both agricultural and industrial enterprises. All but one of these 
are at concessional interest rates of 4 or 4-1/2%, apparently because it is believed 
that the nature of the undertakings financed will not permit the charging of com
mercial interest rates. 

One of the interesting features which distinguishes the financing of the Inter
American Development Bank from that of the World Bank is the utilization of its 
ca9ital subscriptions in local currencies for lending. Six of its loans to private 
industrial enterprises and 7 of its loans to intermediary institutions have had a 
local currency component amounting altogether to the equivalent of about $10.3 
million. 

2. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the 
International Development Association 

The lJorld Bank and its affiliate, the International Development Association, 
have concentrated primarily on the financing of the infrastructure investments in 
their member countries. Since the Bank opened its doors in June 1946, it has made 
loans totaling ~;698 million directly for industrial pro.jects and, additionally, 
loans to develop;nent ba~~s engaged in financing industry amounting to f225.4 million. 
hfhile these sums together amount to less than 13% of the total develop:nent loans 
extended by the Bank, they nonetheless represent a substantial contribution to 
industrial development. Over 6o% of the direct industrial loans have gone to 
expand the steel industries in Japan, India and Colombia. The paper and pulp 
industry, particularly in Finland, and the fertiliser and chemical industries have 
been other important beneficiaries of Bank lending. The balance has gone to a 
varied range of industries. 

In recent years there has been a marked shift from the direct financing of 
industrial projects to the provision of financing through the intermediary of 
local development banks. In the last four years ended June 30, 1963, the annual 
volume of bank loans to individual industrial enterprises averaged $35.5 million 
per year, while the average amount of Bank lending to development banks rose to 
~44 million. I shall revert later to the increasingly important role of develop
ment ba~~s. Suffice it to say here that direct Bank financing of industry has been 
handicapped both by the smallness of most industrial enterprises in the less 
developed countries and by the requirement, under the Bank Charter, that loans to 
private enterprise can only be made with a government guaranty. Some governments 
dislike to provide such a guaranty on the ground that it forces them to discriminate 
among business enterpri ses ; and some private undertakings undoubtedly are reluctant 
to ask for a government guaranty for fear that it may open the way to gover~~ent 
interference in their business. 

The I nternational Development Association, which was established to provide 
financing on specially lenient terms for countries which due to no fault of their 
own are unable to serve an adequate amount of borrowing on commercial terms, has 
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so far made only two credits for industrial development -- one of t-.10 million for 
the China Development Corporation of Taiwan and one of r'6. S million for an 
interesting venture involving the establishment of estates for small industries in 
Pakistan. It should perhaps be noted that whenever IDA credits benefit private 
enterprise we insist that the latter does not get the benefit of the very lenient 
IDA terms. Thus the credit for the China Development Corporation was actually made 
to the government which re-lent the amount to the Corporation at the rate of 
interest prevailing in Taiwan and on much shorter maturities. In general we see no 
reason why the viability of private enterprise should not be tested by its ability 
to pay a commercial rate of interest on its borrowing. 

As in the case of the Inter-American Development Bank, the maturity and the 
period of grace of World Bank loans for industrial projects has varied rather 
widely in accordance with the nature of the investment and the enterprise. Interest 
rates, conditioned by the rate at which the Bank itself can borrow, have fluctuated 
from 5-1/2 to 6% in recent years. 

3. The International Finance Corporation 

In 1956 the International Finance Corporation, a sister institution of 
the Horld Bank, was founded for the special task of promoting private industrial 
enterprise. It was designed to have greater flexibility in this field than the 
Bank, since it could make investments without government guaranty and in forms other 
than simple loans. It vras expected to act as a catalyst in bringing together 
capital and ~anagement, as well as local private and foreign private capital. 

At the end of June 1963, 73 countries were members of IFC and had paid in 
~98,198,000 out of a total authorized capital of $100,000,000 all of which is in 
U.S. dollars. By mid-1963 it had made investment commitments, less cancellations 
and terminations, of <~') 7h. 7 million in addition to standby and underwriting com
mitments totaling a little over $8 million. After allowing for investments not yet 
effective, sales, repayments and the acquisition of underwriting and standby com
mitments by others, the IFC' s total investment commitments stood at (<54. 9 million, 
including about ~+'; J. 7 million in outstanding standby or underr-rriting obligations. 
It had disbursed nearly c¥.;6o. 9 million, but in view of repayments and sales out of 
portfolio, it still had ~55.8 million in uncommitted funds. It is noteworthy that 
almost tv.ro-thirds of the IFC 's commi t~nents have been made in Latin America -- a 
testimony to the vigorous growth of private enterprise in these countries. 

In the initial years, IFC's operations were somewhat handicapped by its 
inability to make straight investments in equity or share capital. It could ask 
for stock options as part of the conditions of its lending or could invest in con
vertible debentures, but under conditions which enabled only those which bought 
such investments from IFC to exercise the stock option or the right of conversion. 
This disability made for complex financing arrangements which were not readily 
accepted in some countries. Moreover, it prevented IFC from engaging in the vital 
business of underwriting share issues. In 1961 an amendment to the Charter for
tunately removed this disability. The IFC .promptly took advantage of this new 
power by entering into standby and underwriting commitments totaling about ~8 
million in the last two years; and this 'tvas instrumental in raising total new IFC 
commit:nents to ~', 20.3 million and ~~ 18.0 million in the fiscal years 1962 and 1963 
respectively . 

To some the operations of IFC have been disappointing. It must be remembered, 
however, t hat a vast amount of energy and time is involved in corporate financing. 
Since IFC had made no less than 59 commitments by mid-1963, it will be seen that 
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the average size of the commitment was rather small. Individual commitments have 
ranged from as little as (\160,000 to a little over ct~h million, with the majority 
actually falling below 01 million. Yet in virtually every case the IFC, unlike the 
Bank, had to concern itself with the intricate details of corporate financing, to 
bring the various interested parties together and even, in many cases, to assist 
in getting proper management of enterprises . Since it could not rely on government 
guaranties, the IFC was obliged to exercise extra care in screening all investment 
proposals. There is now some tendency toward increasing the size of individual 
investments -- a tendency which is facilitated by the growing number of local 
developn1ent banks or finance corporations which can take care of the financing of 
smaller industrial enterprises; and this may help the IFC in the future to step up 
the aggregate amount of its investments. 

It must be noted also that the amount of IFC investments is by no means an 
adequate reflection of its contribution to industrial development. In quite a few 
cases the IFC has assisted sponsors in working out attractive industrial ventures 
which subsequently could be entirely or almost entirely financed without IFC par
ticipation. This is quite in accordance l~th IFC's role as an investor of last 
resort. Even more important, IFC participation often brings much larger amounts of 
capital from other sources. To cite an instance, an IFC subscription of ~3,050,000 
in convertible debent11res put the vital capstone on financing arrangements which 
enabled an G80 million petrochemical complex in Argentina to get started. Similarly 
an IFC commitment of <t:~ 2 million permitted a Colombian textile concern to complete 
a J!:.l3 million modernization and expansion program; and IFC actually ended up by 
retaining only ~·;275 ,000 of this commitment, for four American and two European 
banks took over the balance. Last year, too, the IFC organized a syndicate to under
write a share issue of about f-~3 million and to buy outright a little over ~1 million 
in shares as a vital contribution to an expansion program of the second largest 
Mexican steel company. Subsequently, IFC was able to liquidate virtually all of its 
shares and underwriting commitments to other investors. As confidence in the IFC 
has grown, the IFC has been able increasingly to act as a catalyst in attracting 
other private capital for industrial investment abroad. It is also enabled to sell 
off more of its investments, thus fulfilling the original expectation of gradually 
turning over its capital. Thus in the last fiscal year IFC managed to sell $6.7 
million of its investment portfolio, raising the cu."Tlulative total of sales to ~16. 9 
million. 

The methods and terms of I FC financing vary considerably according to the cir
cumstances. It s investments never take the form of simple, straight loans, partly 
because there are other sources of loan capital and partly because a "mixed11 type 
of financing is considered more appropriate. Loans carrying a fixed interest rate 
of 7%, for instance, have ofte~ been accompanied by options to purchase shares or 
entitlements to receive additional interest contingent on profits or sales turnover. 
More recently combined equity and loan financing has tended to become the prevailing 
pattern. As already indicated, underwriting or standby commitments have become a 
prominent feature of financing in the last few years. 

It would be surprising if all of the industrial ventures assisted by IFC had 
been uniformly successful. On the 11-rhole, however, only a few have run into serious 
difficulties and these have affected only a very small percentage of IFC's total 
investments. In only one case has a partial loss been sustained; and in a few other 
cases some refinancing and reorganization has been necessary. It is perhaps 
inevitable that IFC incur some losses in pioneering risk-taking investments; and 
some critics might even hold that the record shows that IFC has not taken sufficient 
risks • 
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The R0le of Intermediaries 

In recent years the IFC has demonstrated a keen interest in participating, in 
various countries, in the capitalization of development banks or finance cor
porations through which a growing volume of industrial financing is taking place. 
This complements the work of the World Bank which has for many years been extremely 
active in organizing andftnancing such institutions. Since IFC has a paramount 
interest in the development of private enterprise, it has now assumed primar.y 
responsibility, both for itself and the Bank, for promoting and handling the 
relations ~~th these local financial institutions. Up to mid-1963, the Bank, IDA 
and IFC had together made available financial resources amounting to ~239.8 million 
to 12 different development banks for reinvestment. Of this sum ~· 123. 3 million had 
been credited for approved projects and "'95 .L. million had been disbursed. Since 
these s1nns are in addition to the equity and loan funds raised by these institutions 
from other sources, it is evident that the total volume of business is assuming 
considerable proportions. One of the more prominent of these corporations, the 
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India, has made loans and equity 
investments and undertaken underwriting operations to an equivalent of ~127.2 
million by the end of 1962. 

The Bank, and now the IFC, have not restricted themselves to financing these 
institutions. Ve have played a prominent role in establishing eight of them and 
in reorganizing two others in order to make them more effective. This promotional 
and organizational task has several aspects. An investigation must be made to 
determine whether the p~ospective volume of business of the institution is large · 
enough to warrant the expectation that it can operate profitably. Local business 
interests must be found to act as sponsors and pledge subscriptions to the initial 
share capital. Similarly, foreign business interests such as banks, insurance 
companies and other corporations operating in the country or interested in its 
development must be prevailed upon to participate in the equity financing. In 
this connection it is important to bring foreign and domestic private investors into 
partnership, but under conditions that will give domestic stockholders a majority 
interest. Then the institution's charter must be worked out and it must be incor
porated either by a special legislative act or, preferably, under the provisions 
of general company law. Finally, it is of course essential to obtain the active 
cooperation of the government in establishing the bank or corporation and in 
providing financial support. The latter has generally been obtained in the form 
of a long-term, non-interest or low-interest bearing advance tantamount to equity 
capital which is necessary to enable the institution to earn profits on its share 
capital. 

We have insisted that these development banks or finance corporations be 
basically privately owned and managed even though governments or public institutions 
occasionally hold minority interests. We believe such private ownership and 
management is important for corporations dedicated to the promotion of private 
enterprise. It helps to insure greater flexibility and efficiency in management 
and independence of political considerations in making investment decisions. 
This does not mean, of course, that these institutions disregard government develop
ment plans and policies in their operations. They function within the industrial 
policy framework set by the government. The Pakistan Industrial Credit and Invest
ment Corporation, for example, can operate without government approval in financing 
investments in a fairly wide range of industries which the government has determined 
to be of high priority, but in other cases the consent of the government to the 
individual investment must be obtained. 

Because investment banks or corporations are seldom likely td earn significant 
profits in the early years, it is sometimes difficult to obtain sufficient domestic 
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capital subscriptions. In such cases the 1Nillingness and ability of the IFC to 
take a portion of the equity come in good stead. Governments which are naturally 
reluctant to have private foreign shareholders control the financing corporation 
are usually willing to consider the IFC-held equity a "domestic" holding on con
dition that the IFC is ready to sell it ultimately to domestic interests as and 
when these are attracted by the profitability of the institution. 

These development banks and corporations are today financing a large number 
of industrial ventures which owing to their size and number could not expect to 
have direct access to foreign credit. They not only provide financial assistance 
in various forms, but a number of them have made important contributions to the 
vital development of a capital market by engaging in underwriting operations. As 
their staffs of financial and investment analysts acquire increasing competence and 
experience, they are also performing important services in examining the technical 
and economic soundness of projects and in uncovering new investment opportunities. 
In this connection it might be pointed out that the Bank has frequently assisted 
in getting appropriate management and setting up training facilities for these 
institutions. 

It must be admitted that the financing provided by these banks and corporations 
is not cheap. Requirements for sufficient income to cover the cost of foreign 
borrowing and operating expenses as well as reserves and dividends make the charges 
for their financial services often rather high. In a sense, however, this may be 
considered an advantage rather than a drawback, for in a developing country where 
capital is scarce it is by and large unwise to finance enterprises which cannot 
earn a high return on the capital invested. 

A few observations should be ~ade about the terms on which the vJorld Bank has 
1nade loans to such financing institutions. These loans are in effect credit lines 
against which specific amounts can be dra~m as and when projects are approved. The 
Bank usually reserves the final right of approval for specific investments above 
a minimum size, and it has been our experience that this helps the local financirg 
institution in developing appropriate criteria for screening projects. We gradually 
relax this type of control, however, as the institution gains experience. Bank 
loans have generally been for periods of 10 to 15 years and at the interest rate 
prevailing at the time the loans are made. In a number of recent cases, however, 
the interest rate has been left undetermined and is fixed only when an amount is 
credited out of the loan for a particular project. A similar arrangement is in 
such cases usually made ~vith respect to amortization. Such loans thus carry amor
tization schedules and interest rates which may vary with the type and timing of 
the individual projects financed from them. It should be noted finally that World 
Bank loans to these development institutions have in many cases been supplemented 
to an important extent by other foreign credits, particularly those extended by 
the U.S. Development Loan Fund. 

The Issue of Private vs. Public Enterprise 

The accent throughout this paper has been on the financing of private as 
distinct from government industrial enterprise. The ~Torld Bank has so far declined 
to finance govern~ent ventures in the manufacturing field and has insisted, as 
already indicated, on private ownership and management of the finance corporations 
it has assisted. Host Hestern governments which aid developing countries also 
attach paramount importance to the stimulation of private enterprise, although, 
except for t he United States, they are less rigorous in excluding assistance to 
public industrial undertakings. As far as the Bank is concerned, this is not really 
an ideological issue. It does not deny that there are cases where government or 
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public enterprise may be successful or may perform useful pioneering work in vital 
industries which private entrepreneurs may be as yet unprepared to develop owing 
to the large amount of capital required or the unusual risks involved. But the 
Bank is convinced that by and large private enterprise is the most practical, 
efficient and rapid way of developing manufacturing industries. 

The reasons for this conviction are many. Governments, with their cumbersome 
and time-consuming methods of reaching decisions, are generally ill-equipped to 
make the many day-to-day and even hour-to-hour decisions that a business enterprise 
operating in the market must make. Even where there is considerable delegation of 
powers to a public corporation, vital decisions are often reserved to the govern
ment and the danger of political interference is ever present. Public enterprises 
are usually under pressure to lower their prices and raise 1.vages and fringe benefits 
in such a way that their ability to generate necessar,y savings for expansion is 
impaired. On the other hand, private business tends to maximize profits and to 
"plo~rJ backn a large portion of these as savings for the further development of the 
business or the launching of naw ventures. Above all, if the energies of the 
people of any country are to be fully mobilized for the task of development, it is 
important that actual or latent individual capacities for initiative and enterprise 
be given scope to develop the private sector. In a sense private enterprise is a 
means for decentralizing and disseminating responsibility for development more 
widely. In most of the less developed countries, governments are deficient in 
experience and in organizational and technical skills. They are already overbur
dened with tasks which the private sector is unable or ill-suited to assume, 
including, apart from no~al goverm~ent functions, far-reaching responsibilities 
for the development of power, transport and communications, social services, 
irrigation and other facilities for agriculture. On the other hand, there are in 
most countries energetic people who do not fit readily into the government mold 
and who relish the responsibility of initiating their own enterprises, prompted 
by motives of profit, power or creativity. It is important that this actual or 
latent talent be fully utilized in the development process. 

Experience has amply demonstrated that wherever a vigorous private sector has 
developed, as in most of Latin America and in such Asiatic countries as India and 
Pakistan, economic progress is accelerated. To be sure there is little evidence of 
private enterprise in industry in some countries of Southeast Asia and in many 
countries of Africa. Yet this does not mean that this deficiency can simply be 
remedied by governnent assumption of responsibility for initiating and operating 
industrial establishments when governments themselves lack managerial and technical 
skills and are already overburdened. Rather, ever,y effort must be tnade to encourage 
and stimulate initiative in the manufacturing field among private interests which 
may be engaged in commerce, transport or handicraft and small-scale industry. 

All in all it can be said that adequate facilities have been and are being 
developed for the international financing of industrial development. As indicated 
in my introductory remarks, the paramount task is to overcome certain other bottle
necks. It is necessary to develop managerial and technical skills, to train the 
labor force, to pursue economic and financial policies conducive to investment and, 
in many cases, to create larger market areas without which diversified and 
economic industrial development is often impossible. 
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